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Undulatory microswimmers, such as nematodes, are of great importance to agriculture, animal and
human health, and fundamental biological research. The nematode Caenorhabditis (C.) elegans is widely
used as a model organism for medical studies. My work focuses on studying the locomotion of
nematodes; their interactions with surfaces, fluid flow, and each other; and developing new tools to
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synchronization is facilitated by direct collisions among the swimmers, rather than by long-range
hydrodynamic interactions or deliberate actions of the swimmers; 2) undulatory micro-swimmers have a
tendency to accumulate near and swim along surfaces. This behavior does not require touch sensation
ability of the swimmers, and can be explained by a short-range hydrodynamic interaction between the
swimmers and adjacent surface; 3) undulatory microswimmers exhibit positive rheotaxis (upstream
swimming behavior) near solid surfaces. This behavior is induced by the combination of a hydrodynamic
surface attraction effect and the velocity gradient of external flow near solid surfaces. These findings help
explain certain intriguing behaviors of undulatory microswimmers, highlight the diverse roles of
hydrodynamic forces in microswimmers' life cycles, and lay the foundations for novel microswimmer
manipulation methods for fundamental biological research and clinical applications. In the second half
(chapters 5-7) of this dissertation, I present the design, fabrication, characterization, and applications of a
few engineering devices/methods for dynamic trapping, motility measurement, motility-based sorting,
and directing the motion of microswimmers. These new devices/methods enabled many studies that
would be impossible or impractical with conventional methods.
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ABSTRACT
MICROSWIMMERS AND MICROFLUIDICS: UNDERSTANDING AND
MANIPULATING THE MOTION OF UNDULATORY MICROSWIMMERS
Jinzhou Yuan
Haim H. Bau
Undulatory microswimmers, such as nematodes, are of great importance to agriculture,
animal and human health, and fundamental biological research. The nematode
Caenorhabditis (C.) elegans is widely used as a model organism for medical studies. My
work focuses on studying the locomotion of nematodes; their interactions with surfaces,
fluid flow, and each other; and developing new tools to manipulate their motion for diverse
applications. In the first half (chapters 2-4) of this dissertation, I investigate experimentally
and theoretically the effects of flat solid surfaces, external channel flow, and other
swimmers on the swimming dynamics of undulatory microswimmers. I discovered that 1)
when swimming in close proximity, undulatory microswimmers synchronize their
swimming gait. This synchronization is facilitated by direct collisions among the
swimmers, rather than by long-range hydrodynamic interactions or deliberate actions of
the swimmers; 2) undulatory micro-swimmers have a tendency to accumulate near and
swim along surfaces. This behavior does not require touch sensation ability of the
swimmers, and can be explained by a short-range hydrodynamic interaction between the
swimmers and adjacent surface; 3) undulatory microswimmers exhibit positive rheotaxis
(upstream swimming behavior) near solid surfaces. This behavior is induced by the
combination of a hydrodynamic surface attraction effect and the velocity gradient of
v

external flow near solid surfaces. These findings help explain certain intriguing behaviors
of undulatory microswimmers, highlight the diverse roles of hydrodynamic forces in
microswimmers’ life cycles, and lay the foundations for novel microswimmer
manipulation methods for fundamental biological research and clinical applications. In the
second half (chapters 5-7) of this dissertation, I present the design, fabrication,
characterization, and applications of a few engineering devices/methods for dynamic
trapping, motility measurement, motility-based sorting, and directing the motion of
microswimmers. These new devices/methods enabled many studies that would be
impossible or impractical with conventional methods.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Microswimmers, broadly defined, are any microscopic objects that are capable of
self-propelling in liquid media, including flagellated bacteria(1), nematodes(2),
microalgae(3), sperms(4), and synthetic motile particles(5). They are ubiquitous and have
significant impact in diverse areas such as human/animal/plant/environmental health and
renewable energy production. Since the first observation of microswimmers made by the
Dutch biologist Mr. Antony van Leewenhoeck in 1676(6), exciting new discoveries about
these tiny creatures never stopped.
From a physicist’s perspective, these tiny creatures are fascinating for at least two
reasons. First of all, they are so small that the Reynolds number, a dimensionless quantity
that measures the relative importance of inertial forces and viscous forces, of the fluid flow
generated by microswimmers are often much smaller than one. They live in the so called
“low Reynolds number regime” where inertial forces are negligible compared to viscous
forces and that the governing equation of the fluid simplifies into the Stokes equation which
is linear and time independent. An intriguing consequence of the linearity and time
independence of the governing equation is that any microscopic objects that undergoes
reciprocal motions, such as the one performed by a scallop, will move back and forth
following the same path resulting in zero displacement(7) which is very different from the
macroscopic world that we perceive on a daily basis. This makes various propulsion
mechanisms that microswimmers adopt counter intuitive. Another intriguing property of
microswimmers is that they are constantly converting other forms of energy into kinetic
energy and drive systems that contain suspensions of microswimmers out of equilibrium.
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As a result, unlike passive particle suspensions in thermal equilibrium which follow the
laws of thermodynamics, suspensions of microswimmers are not constrained by
conventional thermodynamics laws. Due to this unique property of microswimmers,
suspensions of microswimmers exhibit many fascinating dynamic collective behaviors(8)
that are absent in passive suspensions. The underlying physics of these intriguing behaviors
has just started to be uncovered.
From the perspective of an engineer, microswimmers are also fun to play with and
of interest to at least the following two groups of engineers. First of all, microswimmers
are of interest to micro-roboticists who either look for inspirations from and mimic the
design of biological microswimmers(9) or try to harness biological microswimmers
directly for diverse engineering applications(10). Microswimmers are also of interest to
bioengineers who are interested in manipulating microswimmers for fundamental
biological research and clinical application purposes(11). For example, in many scenarios,
it is necessary to sort biological microswimmers with certain traits. These tasks are often
done manually which is tedious, labor intensive and lacks sensitivity. Many bioengineers
are interested in developing novel microswimmer manipulation methods that can
accomplish these tasks in a high-throughput manner. Such high-throughput methods can
often enable large scale studies that are otherwise impractical and/or lower the cost and
increase the successful rate of certain clinical procedures such as in vitro fertilization.
In this dissertation, I focus on small organisms that swim with undulating anteriorto-posterior waves (undulatory microswimmers), such as round worms. They play
important roles in diverse ecosystems, including soils, fresh water, marine water, and, in
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the case of parasitic nematodes, mammalian intestinal tracts and blood streams and
plants(12, 13). Parasitic nematodes cause human morbidity as well as livestock and plant
diseases that result in severe economic damage, estimated in many billions of dollars
annually(12-15). On the positive side, worms play an important role in medical research.
A non-parasitic worm, the nematode Caenorhabditis elagans (C. elegans), is used to study
the genetic mechanisms that govern animal physiology and development. When migrating
through their diverse habitats, undulatory microswimmers often encounter complex
environments where other individuals, solid surfaces, and fluid flows present. Despite their
significant impact on human and animal health, agriculture, ecology, and, in the case of C.
elegans, medical research, little is known on the role of these environmental factors in their
life cycles. Understanding the interactions between undulatory microswimmers and their
complex habitats is scientifically interesting and useful for devising control strategies to
alter the animals’ life cycles in their naive habitats and for the design of microfluidic
systems that can facilitate in-vitro investigations.
In Chapters 2-4, I investigate the effects of various complex environmental factors
including solid surfaces, fluid flow, and other individuals on the swimming dynamics of
undulatory microswimmers from a physicist’s perspective.
In Chapters 5-7, I present the design, fabrication, characterization, and applications
of a few engineering devices for dynamic trapping, motility measurement, high-throughput
motility-based sorting, and directing the motion of microswimmers.

3

Chapter 2 Collective Motion of Undulatory Microswimmers
2.1 Introduction
Collective motion of multiple individuals has been observed in swarms of large and
small organisms, in single cells, and in suspensions of self-propelling objects(8). The
mechanisms of interactions among individuals leading to collective motion vary among
organisms. Large organisms such as fish likely utilize their nervous system to coordinate
their motions(16). At the micrometer scale, swarms of organisms lacking nervous systems
exhibit gait-synchronization(17) and pattern formation(18-31). Long-range hydrodynamic
interactions(32-44) and short-range non-hydrodynamic interactions(18, 45, 46) have been
implicated in enabling coordination among swimmers. However, the relative importance
of hydrodynamic interactions and non-hydrodynamic interactions remains an open
question(46-48).
In comparison to swimming fish at one extreme and single-celled organisms on the
other, both of which have been studied extensively, little is known about the interactions
among animals, such as the nematode C. elegans, that are too small for inertia to play a
significant role (that is, they are low Reynolds number swimmers(49)), large enough for
Brownian motion to be irrelevant, and possess a nervous system. While the ecological
niches of C. elegans are not yet precisely known(50), in the laboratory C. elegans often
exist in dense populations with ample opportunity for interactions among animals. The fact
that most wild-type C. elegans feed in swarms(51) suggests that interactions among
individuals are common in nature. Yet, there are only a very few studies of interaction
among individual nematodes(2, 52).
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An adult C. elegans is approximately 1 mm long and 80 µm in diameter and propels
itself at speeds of hundreds of µm/s in water by producing a propagating sinusoidal
wave(49, 53). The simple posture and nervous system as well as the ease of genetic and
physical manipulation make the C. elegans an attractive model organism for studying,
among other things, the collective behavior of swimmers and how genotype affects
phenotype.
When it is suspended in a low viscosity medium such as water, C. elegans propels
itself by undulatory motion. In this respect, the motion of the C. elegans is somewhat
reminiscent of that of the flagella of sperms(54). Coordinated motion in the sperm has been
intensely studied. There are, however, important distinctions between the C. elegans and
sperm. In sperm, flagella dynamics and synchronization are greatly affected by the high
compliance of the flagella. In contrast, C. elegans is rigid(53) and, under normal conditions,
its swimming gait is insensitive to hydrodynamic stresses. Additionally, in contrast to
sperm, C. elegans has a nervous system that can respond dynamically to external stimuli.
In this chapter, using C. elegans as a model organism, I examine the interactions
among individual undulatory microswimmers. I observed synchronized swimming in C.
elegans swarms. The collaborative behavior facilitates efficient motility and prevents
jamming. Jamming avoidance and maintenance of mobility are beneficial to the animal and
critical for its survival, enabling search for food and efficient migration away from
inhospitable environments. I assess whether the coordination requires mechanosensory
nervous system function and whether it is caused by long or short-range interactions. To
facilitate controlled experiments, I devised a new apparatus and a method to study
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interactions between pairs of swimmers. I found that neither sensory input nor
hydrodynamic interactions play a significant role in the synchronization of swimmers’ gaits
in C. elegans. Instead, steric forces are the dominant factor that governs coordination.
2.2 Materials and Methods

Figure 2 - 1: A schematic depiction of the experimental apparatus (not drawn to scale): Top
view (A) and a side cross-section through the center of the conduit (B). The experiments
were carried out in the tapered section between wells A and B.

The experimental apparatus (Fig. 2 - 1) was formed with Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) using standard soft photolithography and consisted of a 98±4 µm tall conduit with
side walls tapered to 0.56o with respect to the conduit’s axis. A master mold for the conduits
was made by standard photolithography with negative photoresist (SU8 2025, Microchem).
A three inch wafer (EI-Cat Inc.) was rinsed with acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and
deionized water; heated to 65oC on a hot plate (Torrey Pines Sci.); and loaded on a spinner
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(WS-650S-6NPP/LITE, Laurell). About 5 mL of SU8 2025 photoresist was poured onto
the center of the wafer. The wafer was then spun at 500 rpm for 5 seconds (s) and then at
800 rpm for 25 s. Next, the wafer was baked at 95oC on a hot plate for two hours. Once
cooled, the wafer was exposed to a 365 nm wavelength light at 3.3 mW/cm2 power through
a transparency mask (designed with LayoutEditor software and printed by Photo Plot Store)
for 140 s. Then, the wafer was baked at 65oC on a hot plate for 10 minutes and at 95oC for
60 minutes. The wafer was allowed to cool down at room temperature for five minutes.
Then, the wafer was immersed in SU8 developer (Microchem) for 110 minutes after which
the wafer was rinsed with fresh SU8 developer and IPA. The height of the conduit’s mold
was measured with a profilometer (Alpha step 200, Tencor) to be 98±4 μm which was just
tall enough to accommodate uninhibited motion of a C. elegans adult (body diameter ~80
µm).
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Ellsworth Adhesives), a pre-polymer
and a cure agent in the ratio of 1:10, was cast on the master mold, and cured at room
temperature for 24 hours to form a 3.7mm thick PDMS slab. The PDMS replica was then
peeled off from the master mold and cut into pieces containing individual tapered conduits.
A 2.90 mm OD hole-puncher (15077, Harris Uni-Core, Ted Pella, Inc.) was used to
puncture three holes: one hole (A) at the narrow end of the tapered conduit, another hole
(B) at the wide end of the tapered conduit, and a third hole (C) at the other end of the device
(Fig. 2 - 1). The PDMS piece was then permanently bonded to a glass slide (plain
microscopic slide, 76.2×25.4×1 mm, Fisher Scientific) pre-treated with oxygen plasma.
The total length of the conduit from A to C was 29.7 mm. In the experiments reported here,
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I utilized only the tapered segment between wells A and B, which had a total length of 20
mm. The smallest width of the tapered conduit (next to well A) and its widest width (next
to well B) were, respectively, 80μm and 473μm.
Two 15 mm long segments were cut off from the tips of stainless steel needles with
nominal outer diameter of 0.8192 mm (305167, BD Precision Glide). One end (~5 mm) of
each needle segment was inserted in 0.762 mm inner diameter flexible plastic tubes (TGY030-25, Saint Gobain). The middle part (~5 mm) of the each needle segment was wrapped
with a conductive copper tape (Copper Conductive Tape, Kapton Tape) to form an
electrical connection to the needle. The needles were then inserted into wells A and C.
Appropriate sealing was achieved by relying on the elasticity of the PDMS and the flexible
tubing. The needle segments served the double role of hydraulic connectors and electrodes.
The needle segments were connected to a DC power supply (TPS-4000, Toward
Electric Instruments). The steel needle segment in well A was connected to the negative
pole of the power supply and to a syringe pump (PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus). The
needle segment in well C was connected to a syringe filled with M9 buffer.
During the experiments, the system was filled with M9 buffer (3 g/L KH2PO4, 6
g/L Na2HPO4, 5 g/L NaCl and 1 µM MgSO4) using the syringe pump. Initially, a relatively
high flow rate (10 ml/h) was applied to flush out all bubbles. The flow was stopped while
about five young adult worms were then transferred into well B with a worm pick. The
pump was turned on to induce flow from well B to well A to entrain the worms into the
test conduit AB. Once two worms entered the tapered part of the conduit, the DC power
supply was turned on to apply ~4 V/cm DC electric field directed from C to A, and the
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pumping direction was reversed to induce flow on the order of 100s µl/h from A to B. Due
to electrotaxis(55, 56), the nematodes swam upstream, against the flow.
As the nematodes progressed upstream in the tapered conduit, the intensity of the
adverse flow increased, causing the leading animal to slow down at a faster rate than the
trailing one and allowing the trailing animal to catch up and, occasionally, pass the leader.
Eventually, the animals arrived at equilibrium positions, at which their propulsive thrusts
balanced the adverse flow resistance. Although well B was open, overflow was not a
significant problem due to the low pressures and flow rates used in the experiment, and
surface tension was sufficient to avert spills.
An upright microscope (40X, BX51, Olympus) and a digital camera (1600, PCO)
were used to record the animals’ motion at either 17 or 32 frames per second. At the
conclusion of each recording, the animals were flushed out from the apparatus, and a fresh
group of worms were inserted. The flushing step helped remove any bubbles that may have
accumulated during the course of the experiment.
The video data was analyzed frame by frame. In each frame, the position of the
animals’ heads, tails, body bend peaks and valleys were manually tracked and recorded
using Image J. In a few cases, animals exhibited “C” shaped posture. These cases were
censored. The swimming speed of each animal was obtained using the wrMTrck Image J
plug-in.
Prior to the experiments, animals were cultivated on the surfaces of NGM agar [60],
fed the bacterial strain DA837(57), and kept in a constant temperature 20 degree incubator.
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The wild-type strain used was N2, variety Bristol(58). Other strains used were TU253 mec4(u253) X(59) and CB1338 mec-3(e1338) IV(60). All experiments were performed on
hermaphrodites. Experiments were performed on well-fed animals one day after the fourth
larval stage, during the early adult stage. Paralyzed animals were obtained by suspending
wild-type animals in 50 milimolar Levamisole for 3 minutes. Then the animals were spun
down and resuspended in M9 buffer.
Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to obtain the statistics associated with
volume exclusion. I defined two virtual, rigid objects with shapes similar to the sinusoidal
shape of the swimming worms and a randomly-selected phase lag between their gaits were
placed at random axial positions along a conduit of similar dimensions to the one used in
my experiments. I computed the synchronization as a function of the distance between the
objects when the two objects did not occupy the same region in space. I excluded events
when the object volumes’ overlapped.
To examine the importance of hydrodynamic forces, I carried out a controlled
experiment. I suspended a live and a paralyzed (nonswimming) adult C. elegans in a drop,
approximately 2cm in diameter, sandwiched between two glass slides 200 µm apart, and
monitored the velocities of both as a function of the distance between the swimming and
paralyzed animals. The diameter of the drop was greater than 20 animal body lengths and
the data was collected when the pair was approximately at the center of the drop to
minimize edge effects.
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2.3 Results and Discussions

Synchronization in Swarms of C. elegans

When imaging a swarm of wild-type C. elegans in a drop, we observed that clusters
of swimmers synchronized their gait (Fig. 2 – 2 a).

Figure 2 - 2: Synchronization in a swarm of animals. (a) When in a swarm, clusters of wildtype C. elegans synchronize their gait. (b) A schematic defining synchronization between
collinear swimmers. Both swimmers are depicted in dark color. The extrapolated wave
pattern of the lead swimmer is in light color. LT and LL denote, respectively, the axial
lengths of the trailing and leading animals. λ denotes the wavelength of the leading animal.
d denotes the horizontal distance between the peaks of the leading and trailing animals. (c)
Extension of the definition of synchronization to noncollinear swimmers. The dashed and
dash-dotted arrows represent the direction of motion of each swimmer. LC denotes the
distance between midpoints of each swimmer’s peak and valley. (d) The synchronization
(S) as a function of the normalized inter-swimmer distance (D2D). The dots correspond to
data for individual pairs. The hollow circles correspond to the average values of S. (e) The
standard deviation of synchronization (hollow circles) as a function of D2D. (f) The
probability distribution (circles, n=3 experiments) of S when D2D =0.1±0.05 (left), 0.2±0.05
(center), and 0.3±0.05 (right). The solid lines are fitted curves to guide the eye.
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In contrast, no such cooperation was observed in dilute suspensions. This
collaborative behavior prevented jamming and facilitated a more efficient motility when
animals were in close proximity.
To quantify the interactions among swimmers, I define a synchronization figure of
merit. To this end, I consider two swimmers, a leader and a trailer. When the two animals
are swimming in the same direction, I say that the two animals are perfectly synchronized
when the trailer’s gait is aligned with the extended waveform of the leader’s gait (Fig. 2 –
2 b). In other words, perfect synchronization implies that the two animals are swimming in
phase. To address circumstances when the directions of the two animals’ motions are not
the same, I project the instantaneous peaks (circles) and valleys (squares) of both swimmers’
gaits on a line parallel to the leader’s direction of motion (Fig. 2 – 2 c). I then examine the
misalignment between the trailer’s projected peak and the extended waveform of the leader
to define the synchronization
S (t )  1 

2



min  Mod  d (t),   ,   Mod  d (t),    ,

(2.1)

where λ is the wavelength of the leader (defined as twice the distance between the projected
peak and valley), d is the distance between the projected peaks of the two swimmers, t is
time, and Mod is the Modulo (remainder). I use S instead of the phase difference between
the two swimmers’ gaits since S can be inferred directly from experimental data. Clearly,
0<S<1. S=1 corresponds to perfect synchronization (0o phase lag), whereas S=0
corresponds to 180o phase lag. The dimensionless distance D2D between the pair is defined
as the distance between the midpoints of each swimmer’s peak and valley (LC in Fig. 2 – 2
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c) normalized by the average projected lengths of the swimmers along their directions of
motion (LL and LT in Fig. 2 – 2 c). D2D = 2LC/(LL+LT). In the above, subscripts L and T
identify, respectively, the leader and trailer.
Fig. 2 – 2 d depicts the synchronization S as a function of the normalized distance
D2D between pairs of animals (in three different swarms). The dots correspond to data for
individual pairs and the hollow circles are the average of S ( S ) at any inter-animal distance
D2D. The mean value S was computed using a moving average with an averaging window
ΔD2D=0.05. Fig. 2 – 2 e (circles) depicts the standard deviation of S (σS) as a function of
D2D. Fig. 2 – 2 f depicts the probability distribution function (circles) of the synchronization
S at inter-animal distances D2D=0.1±0.05 (left), D2D=0.2±0.05 (center), and D2D=0.3±0.05
(right). The solid lines represent best-fit curves. When D2D>0.3, S is randomly distributed
between S=0 and S=1 with an average of ~0.5 and a standard deviation of ~0.29. This
behavior is reminiscent of a uniformly-distributed random variable in the domain [0, 1],
which has the theoretical mean of 0.5 and the standard deviation of 0.29. When the pairs
are sufficiently far apart (D2D>0.3), the nematodes’ gaits are uncorrelated. When D2D
decreases from 0.3 to zero, S increases from 0.5 (uncorrelated) to 1 (perfect
synchronization) and the standard deviation σS decreases from 0.29 to 0. The experimental
data indicates that coordination is exhibited only among proximate swimmers. What, then,
are the mechanisms that are responsible for the motion coordination?
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Pair Interactions

The experiment shown in Fig. 2 - 2 involves a large population, making it difficult
to isolate the dominant factor that controls the interactions among animals. When
attempting to understand complex systems, it is convenient to consider pair interactions.
To this end, I designed an apparatus to monitor the behavior of pairs of swimmers as a
function of the distance between the animals. The device is comprised of a tapered,
microfluidic conduit in which fluid flows from the narrow end to the wide end (Fig. 2 - 1).
The depth of the conduit is large enough to accommodate uninhibited motion of a single
adult animal and small enough to prevent the stacking of multiple adult animals along the
conduit’s height. The conduit confines the pair of swimmers, controllably duplicating the
confinement imposed by the other animals in the swarm in Fig. 2 – 2 a. A pair of animals
were introduced into the conduit at its wide end and induced to swim upstream by their
attraction to the negative pole of a DC electric field, located next to the conduit’s narrow
end, a phenomenon termed electrotaxis(55). Electrotaxis is a sensory response. The electric
field used to stimulate movement is small and the electrical forces, such as electrophoresis,
are insignificant. It does not affect the animals’ swimming gait nor does it harm the
animals(56). In later experiments, I realized that once in the conduit, the nematodes
retained their original direction of motion and swam upstream even in the absence of an
electric field, which allowed us to carry out experiments either in the presence or the
absence of the electric fields and establish that the electric field did not significantly affect
the animals’ behavior.
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As the nematodes progressed upstream in the tapered conduit, the cross-sectional
area available to the flow decreased and the intensity of the adverse flow increased, causing
the leading animal to slow down at a faster rate than the trailing one. Thus, the trailing
animal could catch up, pass the leader (when having a greater propulsive thrust), or phaselock for a period of time. Thus, the device provided a convenient means to examine the
motion of two nematodes as a function of the distance between the animals.

Figure 2 - 3: Synchronization of pairs of animals. (a)The synchronization S as a function
of time as the trailing swimmer catches up with the leading one. When t<25s, the distance
between the swimmers’ centers of mass exceed one body length. When t>40s, the distance
between the swimmers’ centers of mass is smaller than one body length. The
synchronization S (b) and its standard deviation (c) as functions of the normalized inter15

animal distance D1D. The small green and pink dots in (b) correspond, respectively, to
experimental data (wild type animals, mec-4 mutants, and mec-3 mutants) and numerical
simulations. The large symbols in (b) correspond to average values of S. The insets show
photographs of animals with different distances between their centers of mass. (d) The
probability distribution of S at D1D=0.1±0.1 (left), 0.6±0.1 (center), and 1.1±0.1 (right).
Green crosses, red squares, blue pentagrams, and black triangles correspond, respectively,
to wild type N2 (n=29 pairs), mec-4 mutants (n=13 pairs), mec-3 mutants (n=13 pairs), and
theoretical (n=5000) predictions. The solid lines are fitted curves to help guide the eye. (e)
A time series of frames depicting two C. elegans synchronizing their gaits as the trailer
approaches the leader. Witness that, from time to time, the animals make contact, which
facilitate synchronization and a better utilization of space. The symbols (hollow circles)
and the dashed line (added to guide the eye) depict the synchronization (horizontal axis) as
functions of time (and, indirectly, the distance between the animals). The hollow circle in
each frame corresponds to the level of synchronization of the pair shown in the frame.

To quantify the interactions between the two swimmers, I use the figure of merit
defined in equation (2.1). Fig. 2 – 3a is an example of the experimental data obtained in
one experiment. The figure depicts S as a function of time as the trailing animal catches up
with the leading one. The dimensionless distance between the pair of animals, D1D, is the
axial distance between the midpoints of each swimmer’s head and tail normalized with the
average value of LL and LT. When the distance between the animals D1D>1 (t<25s), S
fluctuates nearly periodically as a function of time. When D1D<1 (t>40s), the pair are nearly
perfectly in phase (S~1).
The phase difference between the leading and trailing animals’ gaits is
t
x
x
u u
 
  0  2  0, L  0,T    L  T  f L  fT  d  ,
 

T 0  L T
 
 L

(2.2)

where 0 is the inherent phase difference, x0 is the animal’s axial position at time t=0, u
is the animal’s time-dependent axial velocity, λ is the wavelength, and f is the frequency.
The synchronization S is closely related to the phase difference.
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(2.3)

When D1D>1, S exhibits fluctuations primarily due to variations in the animals’ relative
velocity. The differences in two animals gaits’ frequencies are relatively small (Fig. 2 - 4)
and contribute little to the fluctuations in S.

Figure 2 - 4: The distribution of the difference in gait frequencies (df) between a pair of C.
2 f L  fT
elegans normalized by the average swimming frequency of the pair. df 
. The
f L  fT
gait frequencies of the leading and trailing animals are denoted, respectively, fL and fT.

The nearly periodic behavior exhibited by S in Fig. 2 - 3a (t<25s) suggests that
when the animals are located sufficiently far apart, their gaits are fixed and unaffected by
hydrodynamic interactions. Indeed, due to the relatively high bending rigidity of the C
elegans, one would not expect hydrodynamic interactions to affect the animal’s gait. I will
address this issue in more detail later in this chapter.
I repeated similar experiments to the ones depicted in Fig. 2 - 3a numerous times.
Fig. 2 - 3b depicts S as a function of D1D. The (green) dots correspond to individual data
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points, and the large symbols next to the solid line correspond to the average value of S ( S )
at any D1D. The mean value S was computed using a moving average with an averaging
window ΔD1D=0.2.
I first experimented with wild type nematodes (n=29 pairs). When D1D>1, S (green
dots) is randomly distributed between S=0 and S=1 with an average (green crosses) of
approximately 0.5. This random distribution results from the arbitrary initial positions of
the animals in the experiment. When D1D<1 and decreases to 0, S increases to 1. Fig. 2 3c (symbols) depicts the standard deviation of S as a function of D1D. Fig. 2 - 3d depicts
the probability distribution function (green crosses) of S when D1D=0.1±0.1 (left), 0.6±0.1
(center), and 1.1±0.1 (right). The solid lines represent best-fit curves. When D1D>1,

S  0.5 , the standard deviation is ~0.29, and the nematodes’ gaits appear uncorrelated. In
other words, when D1D>1, the synchronization S (Fig. 2 - 3d, right) behaves like a
uniformly-distributed random variable in the domain [0, 1], which has the theoretical mean
of 0.5 and the standard deviation of 0.29. When 0<D1D<1, the two animals partially overlap
(see insets D1D=0.9 and D1D=0.5 in Fig. 2 - 3b) and 1  S  0.5 . As D1D decreases, the
level of synchronization increases (Fig. 2 - 3b) and the standard deviation decreases (Fig.
2 - 3c). The peak in the probability distribution function (Fig. 2 - 3d, middle) occurs at
S~0.8 when D1D=0.6. When D1D=0, the two animals are nearly perfectly in phase (S~1).
The standard deviation is at its smallest value and the peak in the probability distribution
function shifts to S~1 (Fig. 2 - 3d, left). The duration of the synchronized behavior
depended on the propulsive thrusts of the animals. When the trailer’s propulsive thrust
exceeded that of the leader, it synchronized its gait for a short period of time while passing
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the leader. The passer then assumed an equilibrium position upstream of the former leader.
When the propulsive thrusts of the two animals were similar, they swam in synch at the
same equilibrium position for many periods. The experimental data suggests that distant
wild-type swimmers (D1D>1) do not significantly interact and their gaits are
unsynchronized. In contrast, proximate swimmers (D1D<1) adjust their gaits and the
synchronization increases as the distance between the swimmers decreases. The level of
synchronization observed in my apparatus is similar to the one observed in the swarm of
swimmers in the drop (Fig. 2 - 2), suggesting that the apparatus does not significantly alter
the nature of the interactions among animals. The confinement imposed by the conduit
was critical, however, to maintain the pair of swimmers in sufficient proximity when
passing to allow them to interact. Indeed, two swimmers could co-occupy the same
conduit’s cross-section without jamming only when they synchronized their gaits.

Does Mechanosensation Play a Role in Synchronization?

The role of mechanosensastion in gait adjustment has been a subject of some debate.
Park et al.(61) reported that mechanosensitive nematodes can adjust their gait to enhance
their speed when interacting with pillars arranged in arrays with certain pitches while mec4 and mec-10 mutants, which are defective in mechano-sensation, lacked this capability.
Interestingly, Majmudar et al.(62) carried out numerical simulations under conditions
similar to Park et al.’s experiments and produced life-like, genotype-independent,
locomotory dynamics similar to that exhibited by the touch-sensitive nematodes in Park et
al.’s(61) experiments. Therefore, the role of mechanosensation in C. elegans’ interaction
with the patterned medium remains debated. Since, in my experiments, synchronization
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only takes place when the animals are in close proximity, it is natural to wonder whether
this behavior depends on mechanosensation.
To explore this issue, I experimented with touch insensitive mutants lacking mec-3
(n=13 pairs) or mec-4 (n=13 pairs) gene function. mec-4 null mutants are insensitive to
weak mechanical stimuli to the body(63) whereas mec-3 null mutants are insensitive to
both weak and harsh mechanical stimuli to the body(64). Both genes are required for the
function of the six mechanoreceptor neurons (MRNs) that sense gentle touch along the
animal’s body wall(65). The insensitivities of mec-3 and mec-4 null mutants to mechanical
probing were verified by lack of backing response to stimulation of the anterior body with
a strand of hair. In contrast, the wild type animals recoiled when similarly probed.
If MRN function were required for synchronization, I should observe reduced
synchronization or jamming in mec-3 and mec-4 null mutants. The data for mec-3 and mec4 null mutants are depicted, respectively, with cyan pentagrams and red squares in Figs. 2
- 3b-d and behave similarly to the data of the touch-sensitive wild-type animals (green
crosses). Therefore, I conclude that defective mechanosensation does not impair
synchronization and that sensitivity to touch is not required for synchronization. While I
cannot fully exclude involvement of other sensory mechanisms (outside of the MRNs), my
data suggest that the MRNs do not play a role in the synchronization. My experiments
indicate that synchronization takes place only when animals are in close proximity, is
genotype-independent, and is not the result of deliberate action. So what causes
synchronization?

How do the Worms Adjust Their Gait to Synchronize Their Motions?
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In colloid systems, proximate particles interact through thermal fluctuations
(entropic forces). Given the relatively large size of the C. elegans, thermal fluctuations are
not likely to play a significant role. To gain insights into the mechanism that allows the
two nematodes to adjust their relative positions so as to optimize their use of space, I
analyzed individual video frames when 0<D1D<1. An example of such a time series is
shown in Fig. 2 - 3e. The worms’ undulatory motion enables them to sample the
environment transverse to their direction of motion. As a result, as D1D decreases below
one, the two animals undergo occasional collisions. These collisions shift the two animals’
locations, resulting in synchronization. This mechanism of synchronization does not
require alterations in the animals’ gait, but, instead, adjusts the relative positions of the
animals’ centers of masses. It appears, therefore, that in my system non-thermal, muscleinduced forces are the main cause for synchronization. The synchronization process in C.
elegans appears to be similar to pattern formation in rod-shaped colloidal systems with the
important distinction that in my active suspension, the C. elegans’ muscle-induced periodic
fluctuations replace the random thermal fluctuations of the colloids in the colloidal rod
suspension.

Is Synchronization Caused by Steric Hindrance?

To examine the role of volume exclusion in my experiments, I borrowed ideas from
statistical thermodynamics (a hard sphere model(66)) and carried out simple, twodimensional, Monte-Carlo computations to explore objects’ utilization of space in the
absence of any hydrodynamic interactions. An agreement between model predictions and
the statistics recorded in my experiments would lend support to the hypothesis that short21

range repulsion forces are responsible for the synchronization in my system. I generated
two virtual (hard) objects shaped like swimming worms (Fig. 2 - 5) with a random phase
difference between them selected from a uniform distribution in the interval [-π, π].

Figure 2 - 5: Two randomly-placed virtual swimmers: admissible (a) and inadmissible (b)
cases.

The virtual swimmers were placed at random axial positions along a conduit of
similar dimensions to the one used in my experiments. One virtual swimmer was positioned
so that the peak of its gait touched one of the conduit’s walls while the other was placed so
that the valley of its gait touched the other conduit’s walls, which is consistent with the
observed positions of the worms in the experiments and which maximizes the utilization
of space. I computed the synchronization S as a function of the distance (D1D) between the
two objects’ body centers for all cases in which the simulated swimmers did not overlap
and excluded from consideration all occurrences when the objects overlapped, which is
consistent with my experiment where the conduit is sufficiently shallow to preclude
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animals’ stacking in the vertical direction. The computed, individual S values (small pink
dots in Fig. 2 - 3b), the average of S ( S , large black triangles in Fig. 2 - 3b) and the standard
deviation (large black triangles, in Fig. 2 - 3c) were depicted as functions of D1D (n=5000).
The corresponding probability distributions of S at various values of D1D were depicted in
Fig. 2 - 3d (large black triangles). The similarity between the computer simulation results
and the experimental data is striking. Since the simulations did not include hydrodynamics
or deliberate decisions, they lend credence to the notion that the synchronization occurs
primarily due to entropic-like, short range repulsive forces (volume exclusion).

What is the Role of Hydrodynamic Forces?

Generally, swimmers can coordinate their motion either by retaining fixed gaits and
shifting the relative positions of their centers of mass and/or by adjusting their gaits. The
gait adjustment could be the result of hydrodynamic forces or neuronal action.
Can hydrodynamic forces affect the C. elegans’ gait? Although the C. elegans’
undulatory motion resembles that of sperm, there is a critical distinction. The sperms’
flagellas are highly compliant while the C. elegans are not. I quantify the swimmer’s
rigidity with the “compliance number”(67) M 

2 f  L4
that represents the ratio of
EI

hydrodynamic stresses and elastic (bending) stresses. In the above, EI, E, and I are,
respectively, the swimmer’s bending rigidity, modulus of elasticity, and moment of inertia
for bending. µ is the suspending medium’s viscosity. The bending frequency (f), the length
(L) and the bending rigidity (EI) used to calculate the compliance number (M) are,
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respectively, 1.5 Hz, 61.6 µm, and 4.2x10-22 Nm2 for sperm flagella(54) and 2 Hz, 1 mm,
and 9.5x10-14 Nm2 for the adult C. elegans(53). For the sperm and the C. elegans in water,
M~314 and M~0.12, respectively. In other words, the sperm is highly compliant, while the
C. elegans is 2600 fold more rigid. When in water, the sperm’s undulatory motion is
strongly affected by hydrodynamic forces, while the C. elegans’ gait is negligibly impacted
by viscous stresses. This observation is consistent with the experimental data(17), which
shows that, in contrast to sperm(68), the C. elegans’ bending frequency and amplitude are
independent of the suspending liquid’s viscosity over a broad range of viscosities(53). My
own experiments also indicate that the C. elegans’ gait amplitude and frequency are nearly
independent of the position of the animal along the tapered conduit, as long as the conduit’s
width exceeds the animal’s swimming amplitude. Moreover, the gait amplitude and
frequency are similar when D1D<1 and D1D>1 (Fig. 2 - 6). In other words, even when the
animals interact, their gaits remain largely unaltered. The C. elegans’ motion alters the
flow field of, but is not affected by, the surrounding liquid.
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Figure 2 - 6: The normalized frequency (left box) and amplitude (right box) of an adult C.
elegans when swimming in a conduit in proximity to a second animal. The central red
horizontal line in each box marks the median; the lower and upper edges of the box denote,
respectively, the 25th and 75th percentiles; and the whiskers denote the range (excluding
outliers). Individual outliers are marked separately with symbols.

Can hydrodynamic forces shift the relative positions of C. elegans to facilitate gait
synchronization? Although theoretical(33, 34, 39-41) studies of two-dimensional waving
sheets demonstrate that the sheets synchronize by hydrodynamic interactions,
hydrodynamic forces in two-dimensions are much greater than in three dimensions. To
further verify that hydrodynamics did not play a significant role in synchronization, I
carried out a controlled experiment in which I monitored the motions of an active (live)
nematode and a paralyzed nematode suspended in a drop, far from the drop’s boundaries.
I found that the velocities of the pair were nearly independent of the distance between the
animals unless the two animals were in contact (Fig. 2 - 7, n=31 pairs).
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Figure 2 - 7: The average speeds (V, mm/s) of an active swimmer (triangles) and a
paralyzed C. elegans (circles) as functions of the distance (D, mm) between the two
animals. n=31 pairs. The gray solid line represents the average (drift) speed of a paralyzed
swimmer in the absence of a nearby active swimmer (n=13). The error bars denote one
standard deviation.

The average speeds (V, mm/s) of an active swimmer (triangles) and a paralyzed C.
elegans (circles) as functions of the distance (D, mm) between the two animals. n=31 pairs.
The gray solid line represents the average (drift) speed of a paralyzed swimmer in the
absence of a nearby active swimmer (n=13). The error bars denote one standard deviation.
This suggests that non-contact forces are negligible in my system. Although similar
data has not been reported explicitly for other microorganisms, examination of available
videos(27, 69) suggests that non-motile individuals are affected only by direct contact,
which suggests negligible hydrodynamic interactions in those systems as well.

Are My Conclusions Applicable to Other Motile (Active) Suspensions?

It has been reported that collective behaviors are apparent in low Reynolds number
motile systems only when the group member concentrations exceed certain thresholds Cc
(22, 24, 70, 71) (# members per unit volume or unit area). I define the average distance
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between individual members at the critical concentration as H=(1/Cc)1/n, where n=2 for a
planar system and n=3 for a three-dimensional system; the largest dimension of the object
is L; and the “steric number” J=L/H. When J>1, one would expect significant short-range,
steric interactions. Indeed, in many of the circumstances in which collective behavior was
observed, ranging from gliding assays of microtubules and actin filaments to chemotaxing
bacteria and including my own experiments, J>1 (Table 2 - 1). This suggests that shortrange steric effects or avoidance of collision may be one of the key rules that govern the
collective behavior in these systems as in the case of the C. elegans.
Table 2 - 1: Steric number of various systems that exhibit collective motion
Cc (# of individuals
L (µm)
per m2)
Sperm(22)
2.5 × 109
65*
11
Bacteria(24)
1 × 10
4**
Microtubule(71)
2.5 × 1010-5 × 1010
16
Actin Filament(70)
5 × 1012
10
4
4
Vibrating Rods(72)
2.3 × 10 -3.5 × 10
1.6 × 104
Vibrating Rods(72)
5.9 × 103-8.8 × 103
3.2 × 104
3
3
Vibrating Rods(72)
2.6 × 10 -3.9 × 10
4.8 × 104
* Total length including flagella. **Cell body length excluding flagella.

J
3.3
1.3
2.5-3.6
22
2.5-3
2.5-3
2.5-3

2.4 Conclusions
I report that when in a swarm, clusters of C. elegans exhibit synchronized behavior
and that the level of synchronization depends sensitively on the distance between pairs of
animals. I devised an experiment that allowed us to closely examine pair interactions to
determine whether synchronization results from deliberate sensory action, long-range
hydrodynamic interactions, or short-range contact forces. Variants of the experimental
apparatus can be used, among other things, to localize animals without contact restraints
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for prolonged observations, to study motility, to sort animals according to propulsive thrust,
and to estimate their propulsive power.
My experiments with swarms of swimmers in a drop and with pairs of swimmers
in my apparatus show that C. elegans synchronize their swimming gait only when the
animals are in close proximity. Gait synchronization allows optimal utilization of available
space, prevents jamming, and enables motility, which is critical for the animals’ ability to
forage for food and to move away from inhospitable environments. Synchronization
appears to be caused primarily by short-range, steric interactions and does not require
mechanosensation. My experimental observations are in striking agreement with the
predictions of a Monte Carlo, volume exclusion (hard sphere – like) model, supporting the
notion that no additional forces, such as hydrodynamic ones, are involved. Indeed, control
experiments indicate that hydrodynamic interactions do not play a significant role in the
interactions between pairs of animals.
The animals’ transverse, undulatory motion plays a similar role to that of thermal
fluctuations in colloidal systems by enabling pairs of animals to interact through collisions.
The same mechanism responsible for pair synchronization may also assist the C. elegans
in conforming with and taking advantage of obstacles, such as pillars, while navigating
their complex, native environment.
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Chapter 3 Attraction of Undulatory Microswimmers to Surfaces
3.1 Introduction
When migrating through their various habitats, undulating microswimmers often
encounter and interact with surfaces such as the epithelia of hosts(2, 73); the walls of rocks,
soil, and plants; and, in laboratory settings, the walls of microfluidic devices(74, 75). In
this chapter, I focus on a particular, as yet, unexplained trait of undulatory microswimmers,
the attraction to surfaces (bordertaxis) and comment on its role in the animals’ life cycles
and in man-made devices.
When placing C. elegans in a liquid-filled conduit, I have observed that the animals
migrated towards and aggregated next to the conduit’s walls, spending a considerable time
swimming along the surfaces. Previously, experimenters reported that undulatory
swimmers such as infective hookworm larvae in a water-filled glass box and in a drop(76)
and C. elegans in a drop(77) aggregated next to surfaces. On other occasions, although
surface aggregation was evident and likely interfered with stimuli such as chemotaxis, its
existence went unrecognized(75).
It is likely that maintaining proximity to surfaces is beneficial to the animals.
Regions close to surfaces are often rich in food such as bacteria(78), a major food source
for free-living nematodes(79). Animal aggregation could favor mate finding. Movement
close to a surface may assist in navigation, such as the migration of the hookworm through
the host’s blood stream(80). Regions close to a surface are subject to slower fluid velocities,
enabling upstream swimming. For example, the plant pathogenic nematode
Aphelenchoides ritzema-bosi swims along the surface of a stem, against the current, to
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invade the host(81). Proximity to surfaces increases the probability of host-penetration by
parasitic nematodes. When propelling themselves along the host epidermis, both
Aphelenchus avenae and Meloidogyne javanica’s heads undergo frequent collisions with
the epidermis, probing for penetration sites(73, 82). Despite the significant role that
attraction to surfaces plays in nematodes’ life cycles and their interactions with hosts, little
is known on the mechanisms that cause undulatory swimmers to “attract” to, swim along,
and aggregate next to surfaces.
I use C. elegans as a model of an undulatory, low Reynolds number swimmer (49).
My conclusions are relevant, however, to all low Reynolds number undulatory swimmers.
In the first part of this chapter, I report on experiments that demonstrate the attraction of
swimmers to surfaces. In the second part of the chapter, I use resistive force theory to
estimate the hydrodynamically-induced rotational velocity and support my calculations
with qualitative symmetry arguments. In the third part of the chapter, I demonstrate that
surface attraction is responsible for the aggregation of swimmers next to surfaces in dilute
swarms. Lastly, based on my experimental observations and theoretical considerations, I
present a simple surface attraction-based method for automated high-throughput sorting of
undulatory swimmers out of a flow stream.
3.2 Materials and Methods
A microfluidic channel was formed with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using
standard soft photolithography techniques as described in chapter 1 and bonded to an
oxygen plasma-treated glass slide. The sorting device was fabricated in optically
transparent polycarbonate-like material with a high-resolution 3D printer (ProJet 6000 HD,
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3D Systems) and attached to a glass slide with double-sided adhesive tape (9500PC, 3M).
Images were recorded with a digital camera (1600, PCO) through a microscope (20×,
Olympus BX51) and processed with a custom Matlab program. The numbers of animals
passing through each branch of the sorting device were counted manually.
Prior to the experiments, animals were cultivated on surfaces of NGM agar(58), fed
with bacteria DA837(57), and kept in a constant temperature 20oC incubator. The wildtype strain was N2, variety Bristol(58). The other strains were TU253 mec-4 (u253) X (59)
and CB1338 mec-3 (e1338) IV (60). All the experiments were carried out with well-fed
hermaphrodites one day after the fourth larval stage, during early adulthood. For the sorting
experiments, large numbers of same age animals were obtained using the alkaline bleach
method(83).
During the sorter/skimmer experiment, the inlet of the device was connected to a
syringe pump (PHD2000, Harvard Apparatus) through plastic tubing (R-3603, TYGON).
The three outlets of the device were open to atmosphere and the discharge from each branch
was collected. Before the beginning of each sorting experiment, the device was filled with
M9 buffer. Then, dilute C. elegans suspension, containing mostly (95% ± 3%) active
animals, was pumped through the device at a flow rate of 3000 µL/h. Images of C. elegans
entering and passing through the three branches were recorded with a digital camera (1600,
PCO) through a microscope (20×, Olympus BX51). The experiment was repeated twice.
Animals that have not deformed their body while passing through the field of view of the
camera (about 8 second time duration) were defined as inactive (paralyzed). The number
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of active and inactive animals going through each branch was counted manually and the
volumes of liquid going through each branch were measured.
3.3 Results and Discussions
Experimental Observations of Individual C. elegans Swimmers’ Surface Attraction

I experimented with wild-type (n=10) animals as well as with mechanosensationdefective mec-4 (n=9) and mec-3 (n=9) mutant, young adult C. elegans. The animals were
2a=69±1 m in diameter and l=1077±9 m in length (mean ± standard deviation). When
suspended in water, the animals swam with an undulatory gait with a frequency
f=2.22±0.02 Hz and an amplitude b=170±3 m.
To study the interactions between swimmers and surfaces, I molded a conduit L=30
mm long, W=2.6 mm wide, and 100 µm tall in a Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) slab. The
conduit’s height was small enough to accommodate just one animal in the vertical direction,
but tall enough for unhindered motion. The conduit was capped with a glass slide, placed
horizontally (i.e. perpendicular to the gravity vector), and filled with water (Fig. 3 - 1).

Figure 3 - 1: Cross-section of the PDMS slab containing the microfluidic conduit and
capped with a glass slide. The conduit’s width W=2.6 mm, length l=30 mm, and height
100 µm.
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The uniformity of the conduit’s height was verified with a confocal fluorescent
microscope and found to vary within less than 4% in the transverse direction. Briefly, the
conduit was filled with a 0.2 g/L suspension of fluorescent microspheres (F-8821,
Molecular Probes). A confocal fluorescent microscope (IX-81 with Fluoview FV1000,
Olympus) was then used to image the fluorescent signal in the conduit in three-dimensions
with a horizontal field of view of 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm. A 0.2 mm thick region was scanned
with each image covering a slice of 1 µm in thickness. Fig. 3 - 2 depicts the average
fluorescent emission intensity at 0.2 mm (red line), 1.3 mm (blue line), and 2.4 mm (green
line) from the conduit’s side wall as functions of depth. All three intensity profiles are
nearly identical, suggesting a uniform conduit height along the transverse direction of the
conduit. The horizontal black line corresponds to the intensity threshold (600 A. U.).

Figure 3 - 2: Intensity profiles at 0.2 mm (red line), 1.3 mm (blue line), and 2.4 mm (green
line) away from the conduit’s side wall as functions of depth. The horizontal black line
corresponds to 600 arbitrary units (A. U.) of intensity.

Animals were introduced into the conduit one at a time and their trajectories were
viewed with a stereomicroscope, recorded with a digital camera, and processed with a
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custom Matlab program to obtain the position and orientation of each animal as a function
of time in the absence of any externally-induced fluid motion.

Figure 3 - 3: Surface attraction of individual C. elegans. (a) Superposed video frames (6.6
frames per second) of nineteen swimming cycles of one worm with an initial position in
the center of the conduit. The blue dashed lines represent the conduit’s side walls. The
magnified inset shows periodic contacts between the animal’s head and the side wall. (b)
The position of the individual nematode’s head (blue line) and tail’s tip (red line) are
depicted as functions of time. (c) The probability distribution functions of surface dwell
times of wild-type animals (n=10, red circles), mec-3 mutants (n=9, blue squares), and mec4 mutants (n=9, green triangles). The solid line is the Binbaum-Saunders (fatigue life)
distribution. (d) The fraction of residence time of the center of mass of the wild-type
animals (n=10, red circles), mec-3 mutants (n=9, blue squares), and mec-4 mutants (n=9,
green triangles) as functions of position yˆ  y / W along the conduit’s width. The solid line
is the average of all the data. The error bars correspond to one standard deviation. (e) The
fraction of time that the wild-type animals (n=10, red), mec-3 mutants (n=9, blue), and
mec-4 mutants (green) swim in direction when |ŷ|≥0.3 (solid contours) and |ŷ|<0.3
(dashed contours). (f) The relative difference (%) of the gait frequency f/fb and amplitude
b/bb between near-surface (|ŷ|≥0.3) and distant (|ŷ|<0.3) swimmers. The subscript b
denotes a swimmer far from the surface. Red circles denote data of wild-type animals, blue
squares denote data from mec-3 mutants, and green triangles denote data from mec-4
mutants.

Fig. 3 - 3a depicts the trajectory of a wild-type animal. The image is a composite
of superposed individual video frames, spaced 0.15s apart. This particular animal, initially
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close to the conduit’s mid-width, progressed at an angle of  with respect to the
conduit’s axis, along a trajectory that eventually brought it into proximity with the
conduit’s side wall. Once the animal’s head contacted the surface, the animal turned to
swim parallel to the surface, maintaining an average distance of ~200 m (~(b+a)) between
its center of mass and the surface. During the animal’s motion, its head periodically
contacted the surface. The inset in Fig. 3 - 3a provides an amplified view of the nematodesurface interactions. Fig. 3 - 3b depicts the distance of the animal’s head (blue line, hollow
circles) and the distance of its tail’s tip (red line, upright triangles) from the surface as
functions of time. While the animal was swimming along the surface, its head collided with
the surface at a frequency of 2.20±0.08 Hz, the same as its gait frequency. In contrast, the
animal’s tail made only infrequent (~ 0.33±0.12 Hz) contacts with the surface.
Once the animal had started swimming along the surface, its center of mass
maintained, on average, a constant distance ~(b+a) from the surface for a significant time
span. The propulsion parallel to the surface was occasionally interrupted by the animal
executing a turn. Subsequent to the turn, the animal resumed swimming along the surface
in its original direction, swam along the surface in the opposite direction, or swam away
from the surface. Fig. 3 - 3c depicts the probability distribution function (red hollow circles)
of the animal’s dwelling time td of continuous swimming along the surface. The BinbaumSaunders (fatigue life, solid line) probability distribution function(84)
1
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Overall, the animals spent most of their time swimming next to one of the surfaces.
Fig. 3 - 3d (red circles) depicts the fraction of time that the animal’s center of mass resided
at a (normalized) transverse position yˆ  yˆ / 2 along the conduit’s width (W), where
yˆ  1/ 2  h / W , h is the distance of the animal’s center of mass from the surface, y =130

µm, and yˆ  y / W . Most of the time, the animals’ center of mass was approximately at
h=(b+a). What then are the mechanisms responsible for the animals’ prolonged retention
time near the surface?
Fig. 3 - 3e (red curves) is a polar plot depicting the fraction of time that the
nematode swims in a direction  ± /2 as a function of . The angle  is measured with
respect to the conduit’s axis and  The solid and dashed red lines correspond,
respectively, to nematodes with center of mass located far from the surface (| ŷ |<0.3) and
close to the surface (| ŷ |>0.3). When the nematodes were far from the surface (| ŷ |<0.3),
all the directions of motion were nearly equally likely and the existence of the surface did
not affect the direction of propulsion. In contrast, most of the nematodes proximate to the
surface swam nearly parallel to the surface (with small deviations <10o). As a result,
once proximate to the surface, the nematode swam along the surface for lengthy time
intervals.
When the animal swam along and close to the surface, its body rotated towards the
surface, which resulted in the animal’s head touching (colliding with) the surface. Despite
frequent contacts with the surface, the nematode preserved its far-field gait. In a frame of
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reference that moves with the animal, the animal’s head (blue solid line and hollow circles
in Fig. 3 - 3b) performed a bobbing motion with periodic head contacts with the surface.
Since the head’s motion is smooth and the retracting motion mirrors the approaching
motion, the head’s motion away from the surface appear to be a part of the animal’s normal
undulating gait. Indeed, the gait frequency and amplitude of an animal swimming next to
the surface and occasionally touching the surface was nearly the same (within 2%
difference, p>0.1) as that of an animal far away from the surface (red hollow circles, Fig.
3 - 3f).
Since C. elegans possesses a nervous system, one wonders whether the animal
senses the presence of the surface and adjusts its orientation deliberately. The fact that the
gait of the surface-following animal that occasionally collides with the surface remains
nearly identical with that of an animal swimming far from the surface suggests that the
animals’ interactions with the surface were not deliberate. I hypothesize that as a result of
the collisions with the surface, the animal was pushed away (repelled) from the surface just
enough to enable it to sustain its far-field, normal gait. In chapter 2, I have observed that a
similar “repulsion” mechanism plays a major role in interactions among nematode pairs.
To further examine the role of the nervous system in the animal’s locomotion next
to surfaces, I repeated my experiments with touch-insensitive mutants, lacking mec-3 (n=9)
or mec-4 (n=9) gene function. The mec-4 null mutants are insensitive to weak mechanical
stimuli to the body(63), whereas mec-3 null mutants are insensitive to both weak and harsh
mechanical stimuli to the body(64). Both genes are required for the function of the six
mechanoreceptor neurons (MRNs) that sense gentle touch along the animal’s body(65). If
MRN function were required for surface-interactions, I should observe differences in the
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behaviors of the mec-3 and mec-4 null mutants when compared to the touch-sensitive, wild
type animals. The data for mec-3 (blue hollow squares and lines in Figs. 3 - 3c-f) and mec4 (green hollow triangles and lines in Figs. 3 - 3c-f) null mutants are similar to that of the
wild-type animals. Therefore, I conclude that sensitivity to touch is not needed for the
observed interactions with the surface. This provides further support to the hypothesis that
steric hindrance repels the animals away from the surface, allowing them to maintain their
normal, far field gait.
Since the animal spends a considerable amount of time in close proximity to the
surface, the repulsive steric hindrance cannot be the only interaction between the nematode
and the surface. A mechanism that “attracts” the animals to the surface is also needed. I
hypothesize that short-range hydrodynamic torque rotates the animals towards the surface
and I support this claim in the theoretical section of this chapter.

Experimental Observations of Surface Attraction in Swarms of C. elegans

Figure 3 - 4: Surface attraction of C. elegans when in a swarm. Images of swarms of
animals in a conduit when the area fraction occupied by the animals is Φ = 0.04 (a), 0.07
(b) and 0.28 (c). (d) The time-averaged, probability distribution function  of finding an
animal at yˆ  y / W , transverse to the surface, as a function of ŷ .
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Since individual animals are attracted to surfaces, I surmise that when in suspension,
a larger number of animals will be present next to the surface than far from the surface. To
test this hypothesis, I placed animals at various concentrations in my apparatus (Fig. 3 - 4)
and tracked their positions in space and time. When the suspension was relatively dilute
(Figs. 3 - 4a-b), most of the animals, indeed, aggregated next to surfaces.
To quantify the nematode concentration distribution in the suspension, I consider
the fraction of the image plane (Fig. 3 - 4) occupied by nematodes. I use the binary variable
ρ to specify whether an image pixel centered at [xi,yj] contains a portion of the nematode’s
body at time t ((xi,yj,t)=1) or not ((xi,yj,t)=0). The Cartesian coordinates x (0<x<LR) and
y (-W/2<y<W/2) are aligned, respectively, along the conduit’s length and width. The

1
average animal density in the conduit is  
WLRTR

TR W /2 LR

    (x, y, t)dxdydt , where TR =
0 W /2 0

75s is the duration of the video recording and LR=5.9 mm is the length of the conduit within
the camera’s field of view. The fractions of the areas occupied by the animals in Figs. 3 4a, b, and c are, respectively, Φ = 0.04, 0.07, and 0.28.
The steady state probability distribution function of finding an animal at any
position y along the conduit’s width is   yˆ  

TR LR

0.5 TR LR

0 0

0.5 0 0



  (x, y,ˆ t)dxdt /

    (x, y,ˆ t)dxdtdyˆ .

Fig. 3 - 4d depicts   ŷ  as a function of ŷ when Φ = 0.04 (blue), 0.07 (red), and 0.28
(green). When the suspension is dilute (Φ = 0.04 and 0.07), the nematodes segregated with
more of the animals close to the surfaces at yˆ  0.5 . Segregation did not occur, however,
at high animal concentrations (Φ = 0.28, Fig. 3 - 4c). At this high concentration,
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overcrowding and inter-animal interactions prevented the animals from aggregating next
to the surfaces, and the animal’s density distribution was nearly uniform along the
conduit’s width. I conclude that in a sufficiently dilute suspension of undulatory swimmers,
one would find a higher concentration of animals next to surfaces than far from the surfaces.
Next, I explore the origins of the surface attraction.

Theoretical Calculation of Surface-Induced Rotation

I studied the hydrodynamic forces that act on a low-Reynolds number, undulating
swimmer proximate to a solid surface. To estimate the angular velocity of an undulatory
swimmer close to a surface, I use resistive force theory (RFT)(4). Briefly, the swimmer’s
body is divided into small segments of length s each, such that s<<. Each segment is
approximated as a rigid, straight cylinder of radius a. The transverse and tangential drag
coefficients of each segment are approximated with those of an infinitely-long, straight
cylinder. In contrast to the classical RFT(4), which uses uniform drag coefficients of
cylinders submerged in an infinite medium, I employ drag coefficients that vary with the
distance from the surface.
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Figure 3 - 5: (a) The instantaneous shape of a model, undulatory swimmer next to a nonslip surface. (b) The calculated (hollow circles) and correlated (solid line) normalized,
time-averaged swimmer’s angular velocity as a function of the distance from the surface
h  h / b . (c-f) Symmetry arguments determine that the swimmer’s center of mass does not
have a velocity component normal to the surface. (g-h) Symmetry arguments demonstrate
that, in the absence of a surface, there is no time-averaged rotation. (i-j) Resistive force
theory arguments demonstrate that, in the absence of a surface, there is no time-averaged
rotation. (k-l) Resistive force theory provides a mechanism to rotate the swimmer towards
the surface when the swimmer is close to the surface.

I consider a model swimmer moving parallel to a surface at a distance h from the
surface in otherwise unbounded liquid (Fig. 3 - 5a). The distance between any point along
the swimmer’s skeleton and the surface is:
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where UW is the wave speed in the –x direction and x (0<x<) is a coordinate along the
direction of motion. The velocity components in the x and y directions at any point along
the swimmer’s body are, respectively,
U x  UCM  ( y  yCM ) ,

(3.2)

Vy  VCM  ( x  xCM )  VW ,

(3.3)

and

In the above, U and V correspond, respectively, to the velocity components in the x and y
directions,  is the angular velocity, Vw is the vertical velocity, and the subscript CM
denotes the center of mass. At low Reynolds numbers, the net forces and the torque vanish.
Previous works have examined the effects of a surface on the swimming of twodimensional, infinitely long, waving sheets(85-87). Such swimmers do not, however,
experience any torque. In contrast, finite length swimmers can rotate. Although far from a
surface, an undulatory swimmer experiences a non-zero, instantaneous angular velocity,
its time-averaged angular velocity is zero(88). This is not true when the swimmer is close
to a surface.
Here, I use resistive force theory (RFT) to determine the swimmer’s velocity
components. Although RFT was developed for swimmers with a small body curvature
b/<<1, where b is the gait’s amplitude and λ is the wavelength(4, 89), it has been shown
to provide reasonable predictions even when the b/ is not small(90-92).
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At low Reynolds numbers, the net instantaneous forces (F) and torque (T) acting
on the swimmer vanish.

Fx (t )  Fwx (t )  Fux (t )  Fvx (t )  Fx (t )  0
Fy (t )  Fwy (t )  Fuy (t )  Fvy (t )  Fy (t )  0 .

(3.4)

T (t )  Tw (t )  Tu (t )  Tv (t )  T (t )  0
In the above, when the subscript is comprised of two indices, the first denotes the velocity
component contributing to the force and the second the force direction. The various forces’
components are:


dy dy
dx
0 
dt dx
 1
dy
Fux (t )  u  (CL  C N ( ) 2 )dx
0 
dx
 1
dy
Fvx (t )  v  (C N  CL ) dx
0 
dx
 1 
dy
dy

Fx (t )   
(C N  CL )( x  xCM )  (CL  C N ( ) 2 )( yCM  y )  dx

0 
dx
dx


 1
dy
dy
Fwy (t )  
(C N  CL ( ) 2 )(  )dx
0 
dx
dt
 1
dy
Fuy (t )  u 
(C N  CL ) dx
0 
dx
 1 
dy 2 
Fvy (t )  v 
 C N  CL ( )  dx
0 
dx 

 1 
dy
dy 2

Fy (t )   
 (C N  CL )( yCM  y )  (C N  CL ( ) )( x  xCM ) dx
0 
dx
dx


 dF
dF
Tw (t )   [ wx ( yCM  y )  wy ( x  xCM )]dx
0
dx
dx
 dF
dF
Tu (t )   [ ux ( yCM  y )  uy ( x  xCM )]dx
0
dx
dx
 dF
dF
Tv (t )   [ vx ( yCM  y )  vy ( x  xCM )]dx
0
dx
dx
 dF
dF
T (t )   [ x ( yCM  y )  y ( x  xCM )]dx
0
dx
dx
Fwx (t )  

1

(C N  C L )
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In the above, CN and CL are, respectively, the drag coefficients in the directions normal to
and tangential to the body segment and   1  (

dy 2
) .
dx

To solve equations (3.4) for the instantaneous velocities, I need expressions for the
drag coefficients in the directions normal (CN) and tangential (CL) to the body segments.
Gray and Hancock(4) used drag coefficients for a slender cylinder in an unbounded domain.
Using slender body theory, Katz(93) derived expressions for CN and CL in the presence of
a surface, when the cylinder is located at a relatively large distance D=h/a from the surface.
Using bipolar cylindrical coordinates, Jeffery and Onishi(94) derived

CN  4 / (ln( D  D2  1)  1  D2 ) ,

(3.5)

where  is the suspending medium’s viscosity.
Since I were not able to find in the literature a closed form expression for the drag
coefficient CL of an infinite cylinder moving along its axis parallel to an infinite, flat, nonslip surface, I derive such an expression here. I solved the Stokes equation for the flow
field using a bipolar, cylindrical coordinate system(95). The bi-cylindrical coordinate
system (, ) consists of two families of orthogonal circles. This coordinate system is
particularly convenient for the problem at hand because both the surface and the cylinder
are prescribed, respectively, with the constant coordinates =0 and .
The transformation from bi-cylindrical coordinates to Cartesian coordinates is
given by:
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c sinh( )
cosh( )  cos( )
,
c sin( )
y
cosh( )  cos( )

x

(3.6)

The cylinder’s radius a=c/sinh() and its center is located distance h= c coth() from the
surface. To determine the velocity field around a slow moving cylinder moving with a
speed U in the axial direction, I solve the Stokes equation

 2u  2u
(3.7)

 0,
 2  2
for the velocity distribution in the axial direction (u) subject to the boundary conditions

u  0,    0 ,

(3.8)

u  ,    U ,

(3.9)

on the flat surface and

on the cylinder’s surface. In the above,   ln(

h  h2  a 2
).
a

The solution of the boundary value problem (3.7-3.9) is:

u

U
.


(3.10)

The drag coefficient CL is the integral of the shear stress around the cylinder’s surface
divided by the translational speed U:
CL 

1
U

  g 
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 1 u

U   g 







g  d 

U
 

where τ is the cylinder’s wall shear stress and
coefficient. Accordingly,
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, (3.11)

a
is the metric
cosh( )  cos( )

CL 

2
h h a
ln(
)
a
2

2

 2 / ln( D  D 2  1) .

(3.12)

Expressions (3.5) and (3.12) are valid for any D.

Figure 3 - 6: The relative error between the exact and slender body theory expressions of
the normal (dotted line) and tangential (solid line) drag coefficients of an infinitely long
cylinder moving parallel to a flat surface.

Fig. 3 - 6 depicts the relative discrepancy (%) between the predictions of equations
(3.5) and (3.12) and the equivalent slender body theory’s expressions(93) for CN (dotted
line) and CL (solid line) as functions of the distance from the surface (D). When D>5, the
relative error between slender body theory and the exact expressions is less than 1%. When
D<2, however, the predictions based on slender body theory are in significant error.
When the swimmer is far from the surface (h/a>>1) and the ratio between the gait
2
amplitude and wavelength is small ( (2 b /  )  1 ), the equations of motion can be solved

in closed form to yield:
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U b (t )  2UW b 2 /  2  CN / CL  1 ( 2  6sin 2 (2 UW t /  ))
Vb (t )  0

.

(3.13)

b (t )  12UW b /  sin(2 UW t /  )
2

The expressions in (3.13) are identical to the ones derived by Shack et. al.(88) for
a finite-length, undulatory swimmer in an unbounded domain. Unfortunately, closed-form
expressions cannot be derived when the animal is close to a surface. For brevity, I consider
only swimmers swimming in parallel to the surface. I obtained the time-averaged
p

p

p

swimmer’s velocities U  1/ p  U (t )dt , V  1/ p  V (t )dt , and   1/ p  (t )dt ,
0

0

0

where p   / UW is the gait’s period. All the data presented here corresponds to the
characteristic dimensions of an adult, wild type C. elegans swimming in water with a= 30
µm, b= 180 µm, λ=1000 µm, p = 0.5 s, and μ=1 mPa-s. I evaluated the various integrals
numerically using a trapezoidal rule, spatial increments of 10-3λ, and temporal increments
of 10-3p. The results were verified to be grid size-independent. When b/<<1 and D>>1,
the numerical computations reproduced the analytical solutions (3.13).
I predict that the nematode’s average velocity in the direction normal to the surface
is always zero ( V  0 ), independent of the distance (h) from the surface. I will show in the
next section that the same conclusion results from symmetry arguments. In contrast to
flagellated cells that experience a vertical velocity component normal to, either towards
(attraction) or away from (repulsion), the surface, depending on the relative positions of
the cell and flagella(96), the center of mass of the undulating swimmer does not experience
any such transverse velocity.
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Next, I examine the angular velocity averaged over a gait period  . Fig. 3 - 5b
(hollow circles) depicts  / max as a function of the amplitude-normalized distance
2
h  h / b from the surface. In the above, max  12bUW /  is the maximum instantaneous

angular speed of a swimmer far from the surface. The data was fitted well with

 (h)  max e h/ (solid line in Fig. 3 - 5b), where = 0.35. The decay length  = 1.14 and
R2 = 0.87. When the swimmer is far from any surface ( h   ), consistent with symmetry
arguments,  =0. The rotational velocity decays exponentially as the distance of the
animal from the surface increases with an approximate decay length that is slightly larger
than the nematode’s gait amplitude b. Animals swimming close to the surface tilt towards
the surface, causing the animal to collide with the surface, as I observed in my experiments
(Figs. 3 -3a-b).

Although the theoretical predictions agree qualitatively with my

experimental data, the theory neglects the presence of the floor and ceiling in the
experimental apparatus, which may induce drag and affect the magnitudes of the velocity.

Theoretical Considerations Based on Symmetry Arguments

The results of my numerical calculations can be anticipated from symmetry
considerations. First, I argue that an undulating swimmer swimming parallel to a surface
does not have an average velocity component in the direction normal to the surface. Fig. 3
- 5c depicts a swimmer swimming to the right at a time instant t=t0 with a wave propagating
to the left with a speed Uw. The swimmer’s center of mass has instantaneous velocity
components UCM(t0) and VCM(t0). The location of the surface is indicated with the textured
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region. Fig. 3 - 5d is a mirror-image of Fig. 3 - 5c (reflected across the vertical line M-M).
The swimmer in Fig. 3 - 5d has velocities -UCM(t0) and VCM(t0). Next, in Fig. 3 - 5f, I
reverse the direction of the wave (kinematic reversal KR). The kinematically reversed
swimmer (Fig. 3 - 5f) has velocities UCM(t0) and -VCM(t0) while retaining the same body
shape as the swimmer in Fig. 3 - 5d. Finally, I depict in Fig. 3 - 5e the swimmer of Fig. 3
- 5c at time p/2- t0. As before, p is the period of the swimming gait. The swimmer of Fig.
3 - 5e has velocities UCM(p/2- t0) and VCM(p/2- t0). Since the swimmer in Fig. 3 - 5e has the
same body shape, same position with respect to the surface, and same wave speed as the
swimmer in Fig. 3 - 5f, it must possess the same instantaneous velocities, i.e, UCM(p/2t0)=UCM(t0)

and

V CM  p 1 

3 p /4

 p /4

VCM (t )dt  p 1 

VCM(p/2-t0)=-VCM(t0).
p/4

 p /4

Thus,

VCM (t )  VCM (p/ 2  t )  dt  0 . An undulating swimmer

that swims parallel to a flat surface has zero period-averaged transverse velocity. This is
consistent with the results of my numerical calculations.
Next, using similar symmetry arguments, I examine the angular velocity far from
the surface. Fig. 3 - 5g depicts an undulating swimmer in an unbounded domain at time
t=t0 with an instantaneous velocity UCM(t0), an angular velocity (t0), and a wave
propagating to the left with speed Uw. Fig. 3 - 5h is a mirror image of the swimmer of Fig.
3 - 5g, mirrored across the horizontal plane M’=M’. I refer to the body shape of the
mirrored swimmer as SM’(t0). The swimmer in Fig. 3 - 5h has angular velocity -(t0) and
linear velocity UCM(t0). The body shape of the swimmer in Fig. 3 - 5h has the same shape
as the swimmer of Fig. 3 - 5g one half period later, S(t0+p/2) at t=t0+p/2. Such a swimmer
will have angular velocity (t0+p/2) and linear velocity UCM(t0+p/2).
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Since

S(t0+p/2)=SM’(t0) and both swimmers have the same wave speed, UCM(t0+p/2)=UCM(t0) and

(t0+p/2)=(t0). Consistent with my numerical calculations, the period-averaged angular
velocity

of
p

the

  p 1   (t )dt  p 1 
0

p /2

0

swimmer

in

an

unbounded

domain

  (t )   (t  p / 2)  dt  0 .

How does the presence of a nearby surface affect the swimmer’s angular velocity?
In the presence of a surface, the conclusion of the last paragraph is no longer valid since
the mirrored image of Fig. 3 - 5h differs from the configuration of the swimmer of Fig. 3
- 5g at t0+p/2. Thus, in the presence of a nearby surface,   0 . To gain further insights
into what causes the rotational motion, I consider the distribution of the resistive force
along the swimmer’s body.
Figs. 3 - 5i- depict the shape of the swimmer (black solid lines) at time t0 (Fig. 3
- 5i and Fig. 3 - 5j) and half a period later at t0+p/2 (Fig. 3 - 5k and Fig. 3 - 5 ) in the
absence (Fig. 3 - 5i and Fig. 3 - 5k) and the presence (Fig. 3 - 5j and Fig. 3 - 5 ) of a
nearby surface. The red arrows indicate the corresponding distribution of the resistive force
in the direction that is normal to the direction of motion. The direction of the resistive
force is opposite to the direction of the body’s velocity and proportional to the product of
the local body velocities and the drag coefficients. Based on the force distribution, I can
qualitatively estimate the directions of the torques TV and TP. TV is centered at the trough
and directed clockwise (towards the surface) and TP is centered at the peak and acting
counter-clockwise. The terms trough and peak are used with reference to the surface. When
the swimmer is in an unbounded domain, due to symmetry, TV(t0)+ TV(t0+pi/2) =TP(t0)+
TP(t0+pi/2) = 0, and on average, there is no net torque acting on the swimmer, as I have
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concluded in the previous paragraph based on a symmetry argument. In the presence of
the surface, the resistive force is greater along the portions of the swimmer’s body that are
closest to the surface, as I indicated qualitatively by the length of the arrows in the figure.
As a result, both at times t0 and t0+p/2, |TV(t0)+ TV(t0+pi/2) |>|TP(t0)+ TP(t0+pi/2)| and a
net angular velocity is produced by this imbalanced torque to steer the swimmer towards
the surface. The net angular velocity becomes significant only when the animal is close to
the surface (h~b) when there are large variations in the drag coefficients along the
swimmer’s length. This is consistent with both my experimental observations and the
numerical calculations.
In summary, both symmetry arguments and numerical calculations indicate that a
swimmer located far from the surface is subject to a time varying rotation with a zero
average rotational speed. This predicted yawing motion of the animal was observed in
many different species of nematodes(2). When proximal to a surface, the swimmer is
subject to a net angular velocity that rotates it towards the surface, causing it to swim into
the surface and manifesting as surface attraction. The magnitude of this net angular
velocity decays rapidly, on the length scale of the swimmer’s amplitude, as the distance
from the surface increases. Thus, boundary following in undulatory swimmers is the result
of the combined action of short range hydrodynamic attraction and steric repulsion. An
understanding of the mechanisms involved in boundary attraction of undulatory swimmers
is not only important from a scientific point of view, but can also be exploited in a variety
of applications.
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An Example of an Application - a Skimmer / Sorter for Undulatory Swimmers

In some circumstances, it is desirable to reduce parasitic worm concentration in a
flow stream. On other occasions, one may desire to sort animals based on their mobility.
Bordertaxis can assist in both tasks. As a proof of this concept, I constructed a simple
embodiment of such a device (Fig. 3 - 7).

Figure 3 - 7: A schematic drawing of the device that utilizes bordertaxis to sort motile
animals. Motile animals migrate to the side walls and are mostly cleared through the side
branches. Inactive animals stay in the main stream and are cleared through the central
branch.

The 3D-printed device is comprised of a long, uniform conduit that bifurcates into
three branches at its downstream end: a central branch and two side branches. The
dimensions and a photograph of the device are given in Fig. 3 - 8.
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Figure 3 - 8: Bordertaxis-based skimmer/sorter. (Left) A schematic depiction of the device.
(Right) A photograph of the device during the separation process. The poor quality of the
photograph is because the surfaces of the 3D-prinetd device are not perfectly flat. The
animals are painted in green for better visibility. The plastic body with uncapped,
branching conduits was fabricated with a high-definition, 3D printer. The plastic body was
attached to a glass slide with a double-sided adhesive tape. The conduit’s depth is 200 µm.
When a suspension of worms is pumped through the long conduit, active (motile)
worms attract to its side walls and aggregate along these walls, leaving the central stream
with a reduced concentration of motile worms. Since boundary attraction affects only
motile worms, the side branches are enriched with active worms while paralyzed worms,
if any, stay in the central flow. This is a flow fractionation device with bordertaxis
providing the transverse separation.
I pumped a dilute suspension (volume fraction of the animals ~1%) containing
mostly (95% ± 3%) active C. elegans through the device. I measured the liquid volume
and counted the number of active and paralyzed animals exiting through the various
branches. An animal was defined as paralyzed if it did not deform its body during an eightsecond time interval. About 10% ± 1% of the active animals that entered the device exited
through the central branch. The number of active animals per unit volume at the central
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branch normalized by the number of entering, active animals per unit volume was 0.41 ±
0.05.

The number of inactive animals per unit volume exiting the central branch

normalized by the number of paralyzed animals per unit volume entering the device was
1.41 ± 0.28. The sorting efficiency of the device can be improved by optimizing its
dimensions and operating conditions and by repeating the separation process. My
experiments suggest that bordertaxis can be effectively used for a continuous, high
throughput depletion of live worms from a flow stream and for sorting out of motile worms.
The isolation of motile worms may be of interest for genetic screening. I provide
two examples. Widespread use of anthelmintics in livestock has resulted in the emergence
of drug-resistant worms. Chemotherapy paralyzes drug-susceptible worms. When pumping
a drug-treated suspension of worms through my device, the drug-resistant worms would
migrate to the conduit boundaries and exit through the side branches, enabling their
isolation for further molecular-genetic analysis. In another application, C. elegnas is used
as a model organism to study the genetic basis of sleep(97-100). Heat shock induces sleeplike quiescence in wild type animals. By separating animals that remain active after heat
treatment, the device can isolate heat shock-resistant animals so that the genes responsible
for abnormal sleep behavior can be identified. Currently, this process is done manually
and is laborious and time consuming.
Importantly, bordertaxis must also be considered when designing and
experimenting with sorters utilizing other taxing mechanisms such as chemotaxis.
Bordertaxis may obscure and stealthily bias the performance of such devices as is strikingly
evident in a recent publication(75).
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3.4 Conclusions
I studied both experimentally and theoretically the effect of a surface on the
swimming dynamics of C. elegans, an undulatory, low Reynolds number swimmer(49).
The experimental data demonstrates that the presence of the surface does not affect the
swimming patterns of animals located far from the surface. Such swimmers randomly
select their direction of motion, eventually arriving close to a surface. However, once close
to the surface, the animal stays next to the surface and swims parallel to it for significant
time intervals, periodically touching the surface with its anterior. The surface following is
occasionally interrupted by the animal deliberately turning in a direction that takes it away
from the surface.
My experimental observations indicate that once it is sufficiently close to the
surface, the animal tends to tilt towards the surface, which causes it to swim towards the
surface and eventually contact the surface. Theoretical calculations, based on resistive
force theory (RFT), suggest that this rotation towards the surface is caused by a short range
hydrodynamic torque, resulting from the interaction between the flow field induced by the
swimmer and the surface. The magnitude of the surface-induced rotation decays
exponentially as the swimmer’s distance from the surface increases.
As a result of the hydrodynamically-induced rotation, the swimmer follows a
trajectory that brings it into contact with the surface. Due to the collision with the surface,
the animal’s center of mass shifts away (is repelled) from the surface just to a sufficient
distance to allow the swimmer to maintain its far-field gait. Once repelled, the swimmer
does not migrate far from the surface since the hydrodynamic torque provides a restoring
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mechanism to change the animal’s direction of motion back towards the surface. In
summary, the animals’ long residence times next to the surface are the result of the
interplay between short-range attractive hydrodynamic forces and repulsive steric forces.
This mechanism for surface following does not require mechanosensory neuron function
as animals incapable of touch sensation behaved similarly to the touch-sensitive wild-type
animals.
In the presence of a dilute suspension of motile animals, surface attraction causes
concentration gradients with the animals tending to aggregate next to surfaces. In other
words, one observes a higher concentration of animals next to the surface than far from the
surface. This concentration imbalance diminishes as the average concentration of the
suspension increases, and it disappears altogether once a certain concentration threshold,
at which near neighbors undergo frequent collisions, is exceeded.
Is the tendency to aggregate next to and swim along surfaces beneficial to
nematodes? Since the boundary region is rich in motile bacteria(78), a source of food for
free-living nematodes such as C. elegans(79), the surface “attraction” positions the animals
in regions abundant in food. Aggregation next to surfaces increases interactions among
animals, favors mating, and enhances the probability of parasitic nematodes penetrating
the host body(73, 82). Surface following may also assist the animals in navigation, both
in the wild and in a host’s body. Although bordertaxis is involuntary and
hydrodynamically-induced, it appears to play an important role in animals’ life cycles. My
work suggests that multi-cellular organisms, such as worms, possessing a small nervous
system, exploit passive hydrodynamic mechanisms for survival and reproduction.
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My findings suggest methods to control undulatory swimmers. I demonstrate this
with a simple high throughput sorter that utilizes bordertaxis to skim animals out of a flow
stream and to separate motile and paralyzed animals.

With the increased use of

microfluidic devices in research, a good understanding of bordertaixis is essential when
designing devices such as sorters since surface attraction may alter behavioral response to
sensory stimuli, such as chemotaxis, and may adversely and stealthily impact the
performance of sorting devices(75).
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Chapter 4 Rheotaxis of Undulatory Microswimmers
4.1 Introduction
In their habitats, undulatory microswimmers are exposed to various environmental
stimuli. The ability to adjust their direction of motion in response to diverse environmental
cues plays an important role in the animals’ life cycles. Understanding the mechanisms
responsible for the animals’ response to various clues is scientifically interesting(101) and
useful for devising control strategies to alter the nematodes’ life cycles and for the design
of microfluidic systems. In this chapter, I focus on rheotaxis, defined as the animal’s
orientation in response to fluid flow(102). Positive rheotaxis, in which the animals turn to
face into an oncoming current, has been observed in a few aquatic organisms including the
bacterium Mycoplasma mobile(103) and zebrafish larvae(104). Reports on rheotaxis in
undulatory microswimmers are, however, conflicting. A few researchers claim that
undulatory swimming nematodes do not exhibit rheotactic behavior(76, 81, 105) while
others have reported evidence of rheotaxis in various nematodes, including the rice-eater
Aphelenchoides besseyi(106); the potato-eaters Meloidogyne (M.) chitwoodi and M.
hapla(107); the root-eater Meloidogyne incognita(108, 109); the banana-eater Radopholus
similis(110); the bacteria-eating C. elegans(74, 75); and the human-parasites Ancylostoma
duodenale and Strongyloides stercoralis(111). On occasion, rheotaxis can overcome other
stimuli such as chemotaxis (75, 107). The mechanisms responsible for rheotaxis in
undulatory swimmers have not yet been elucidated. In this paper, I examine the
circumstances under which rheotaxis occurs and propose a hydrodynamic mechanism to
explain this behavior.
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I use the nematode C. elegans as a model of an undulatory swimmer and study both
experimentally and theoretically its behavior in the presence of imposed flow. The first
part of the paper describes my experimental results on the behavior of the animals in
conduits of various widths and clarifies the conditions needed for rheotaxis. The
experimental observations suggest that rheotaxis can be caused by hydrodynamic forces
alone and does not require involvement of the animal’s sensory systems. The second part
of the paper focuses on fluid dynamics computer simulations that approximate my
experimental conditions. The simulation results agree qualitatively with my experimental
observations. I find both in experiment and theory that C. elegans exhibit robust, positive
rheotaxis when they are close to a surface and that the rheotaxis in undulatory swimmers
can be fully explained by the laws of mechanics.
4.2 Materials and Methods
The microfluidic conduit was formed with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using
standard soft photolithography as described in chapter 2. Fluid flow with a constant
volumetric flow rate was supplied by a syringe pump (PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus).
Images were recorded with a digital camera (1600, PCO) through a microscope (20×,
Olympus BX51), and analyzed manually in ImageJ.
Prior to experiments, animals were cultivated on the surfaces of NGM agar(58), fed
with bacteria DA837(57), and kept at a constant temperature of 20oC in an incubator. The
wild-type strain N2, variety Bristol was used(58). All the experiments were carried out
with well-fed hermaphrodites, one day after the fourth larval stage, during early adulthood.
Large numbers of same age animals were obtained using the alkaline bleach method(83).
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4.3 Results and Discussions

Robust Rheotaxis near Surfaces

First, I monitored the direction of swimming of wild-type, adult C. elegans in a
100µm deep × 2.6mm wide (W) conduit in the presence of water flow (300µL/h) with
average velocity of 321µm/s that is comparable to the swimming speed of young adult C.
elegans. The conduit is sufficiently tall and wide to accommodate uninhibited swimming,
but shallow enough to keep the animals in the focal plane of the microscope and prevent it
from rotating in the vertical plane. The majority of the animals swam upstream with their
heads pointing into the flow, a behavior known as positive rheotaxis. I noted that the
animals aggregate next to the conduit’s boundaries, exhibiting surface-attraction
(bordertaxis), as well as occasional synchronized swimming when they are closely packed.
The above experiment raised a concern about a possible bias in favor of upstreamswimmers since downstream-swimmers may have been washed out of the observation
region and, therefore, not counted. To address this concern, I increased the flow to a
sufficiently high rate (3000µL/h) to carry all the swimmers with the flow, regardless of
their direction of swimming, and monitored the orientation of the animals as they passed
through the conduit’s cross-section located 1cm downstream of the conduit’s entrance. The
corresponding average flow velocity 3210µm/s is about ten times the typical swimming
speed of young adult C. elegans. In this experimental configuration, all the animals were
counted, regardless of their orientation relative to the direction of flow. I designate the
nematode’s orientation with the angle  formed between the line that connects the
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nematode’s tail and head and the conduit’s axis directed against the flow (Fig. 4 - 1a, inset).
I define the swimming direction as against the flow when -90o<<90o, and as with the flow
when 900<<2700. In a conduit of width W=2.6mm, the majority of the animals (~73%)
were oriented against the flow (Fig. 4 - 1a), suggesting that C. elegans does, indeed, exhibit
a tendency to swim against the flow.
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Figure 4 - 1: (a) The fractions of animals in a 2.6mm wide conduit oriented against (blue
bar, -90o<<90o) and with (red bar, 90o<<270o) a flow in the =1800 direction. n=413
animals. The observed distribution of animals into the two orientation groups was
significantly different from the null distribution consisting of 50% of the animals in each
group, p<0.0001. (b) The fraction of the animals in a 2.6mm wide conduit (in the presence
of flow in the =180o direction) as a function of normalized distance from the closest
surface ( d ) and body orientation (|θ|). n=413 animals (c) Superimposed images,
documenting the change in the orientation of an individual animal that was initially
oriented with the flow next to the surface of a 2.6mm wide conduit as the animal is washed
with the flow. The vertical arrows indicate the position of the animal’s head and the colors
indicate the time. See time scale to the right. (d) The angle formed between the swimmer
and the conduit’s axis () as a function of time when the swimmer is close to the boundary
(blue triangles, c) and away from the boundary (red circles, f) (e) A cartoon depicting
conduit-depth averaged axial velocity as a function of distance from the conduit boundary
(green arrows) and the torque applied to the swimmer by the external flow when the
swimmer is inclined in the direction of flow. (f) Same as (c) except the animal is in the
conduit’s interior far from the surface. (g) The fractions of animals oriented against (blue
bar, -90o<<90o) and with (red bar, 90o<<270o) the flow in a 0.6mm wide conduit in the
presence of fluid flow in the θ=180o direction. The observed distribution of animals into
the two orientation groups was not significantly different from the null distribution
consisting of 50% of the animals in each group, p=0.37. n=79 animals (h) The fraction of
the animals in the 0.6mm wide conduit (in the presence of flow in the =180o direction) as
a function of normalized distance from the closest surface ( d ) and body orientation (|θ|).

My initial observations suggested that animals closer to the conduit boundary were
more likely to be oriented against the flow. To further explore this observation, I examined
the orientation of the animals as a function of their transverse position in the conduit. Fig.
4 - 1b depicts the fraction of animals located at normalized transverse position d =0.562

|y/W| and oriented at |±/2, where y is the distance of the animal’s center of mass from
the conduit’s mid width (0< d ≤0.5) and . In support of my initial observations, Fig.
4 - 1b illustrates that the tendency of animals to orient against the flow is most pronounced
in the vicinity of the conduit’s boundary ( d = 0) and diminishes as the distance from the
boundary increases. This analysis suggested that the side wall plays an important role in
orienting the animals. But, what are the mechanisms involved?
To gain a deeper insight, I examined closely the alignment process of individual
animals in the presence of flow. Fig. 4 - 1c is comprised of superposed video frames taken
0.125s apart in the presence of an external fluid flow with average flow velocity of
3210µm/s (3000µL/h) directed from right to left. The frame sequence also proceeds from
right to left. The position of the animal’s head is indicated with a vertical, color-coded
arrow. Blue arrows denote early times and red arrows later times. At time t=0, the animal
swims with the flow with a slight inclination towards the surface. Since the fluid velocity
at the surface is zero and increases away from the surface, the animal’s tail is exposed to a
higher fluid velocity than its head. Consequently, the animal’s tail moves to the left (with
the flow) faster than its head. After about 1.5s, the animal has completed a nearly 180o turn,
ending up aligned against the flow, and remains so. Fig. 4 - 1d (blue triangles) depicts the
orientation angle  as a function of time; (t=0s) ~ 152o and (t=1.5s) ~ 3o.
In chapter 3, I identified that low Reynolds number undulatory swimmers are
attracted to surfaces (bordertaxis). The interaction between the flow field induced by the
swimmer’s motion and the nearby surface generates a torque that tilts the swimmer towards
the surface. This is a hydrodynamic effect, which requires no involvement of the animal’s
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nervous system. Touch-sensitive (wild-type) nematodes and touch-insensitive mutants
were equally affected, indicating that the animal’s mechanosensory system does not play a
role in surface-attraction. As a result of boundary-attraction, animals that are close to the
surface swim towards the surface. In the presence of external flow, there is a velocity
gradient next to the surface, with zero velocity at the surface.
The axial velocity profile (u) of a fully-developed, laminar flow in a conduit with
a rectangular cross-section is(112):

4W 2  dp  
u  y, z  

  1
 3  dx  i 1,3,5,...

 i 1
2

 cosh  i z / W   cos  i y / W 
,
1 

i3
 cosh  i b / W  

(4.1)

where W, 2b, and µ are, respectively, the conduit’s width, the conduit’s depth, and the
liquid’s dynamic viscosity. -W/2<y<W/2. –b<z<b. The pressure gradient
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where Q is the volumetric flow rate. The velocity averaged over the conduit’s depth
b
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 u  y, z dz

b

2b

,

(4.3)

The infinite series in (4.2) converges rapidly. In my calculations, I truncated the series
after 100 terms. Fig. 4 - 2 depicts (a) contours of axial velocity and (b) the depthaveraged velocity as a function of distance from the side wall. The conduit’s dimensions
are the same as in my experiment (100µm deep × 2.6mm wide). The flow rate Q=3000
µL/h.
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Figure 4 - 2: The velocity contours (a) and the depth-averaged velocity as a function of
normalized distance from the side surface (b) in a uniform rectangular conduit with the
cross-sectional dimensions of my experimental apparatus.

In Fig. 4 - 1e, the arrows depict the velocity field averaged across the conduit’s
depth. The fluid velocity increases as the distance from the boundary increases. When the
animal swims towards the surface, it would be inclined with respect to the direction of the
flow with its tail (located further from the surface) being exposed to a higher velocity than
its head (located closer to the surface). As a result, the external flow rotates the animal to
align it against the flow. This alignment mechanism is purely hydrodynamic and does not
require deliberate action by the animal. To reiterate, my experiments suggest that two
factors are needed to align the swimmers against the flow. First, the swimmer must tilt
towards the surface so that its head is closer to the surface than its tail. Second, a velocity
gradient must be present to expose the swimmer’s tail to higher velocity than its head and
rotate the swimmer to face the flow. The presence of the surface provides both the tilting
action and the velocity gradient. The interaction between the flow field induced by the
swimmer and the surface causes the animal to tilt towards the surface both in the absence
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and presence of flow. The velocity gradient is due to the fact that the liquid velocity
vanishes at the stationary surface.
If the above hypothesis is true, an immediate corollary would be that in the absence
of velocity gradients in the plane of motion, animals would not align against the flow. Fig.
4 - 1b suggests that this is, indeed, the case. As the distance from the surface increases, the
velocity gradient along the conduit’s width diminishes and the tendency to align against
the flow decreases. To better understand the interaction of the animal with the flow in the
absence of velocity gradients, I tracked in Fig. 4 - 1f an animal located close to the
conduit’s center, where the velocity profile along the conduit’s width is nearly flat. The
figure is comprised of superimposed video frames arranged from right to left. The color
coded, vertical arrows indicate the positions of the animal’s head at various times with dark
blue (on the right) corresponding to time t=0 and light red (on the left) to t=1.375s. Witness
that the animal’s orientation remains nearly unaltered during this period. Fig. 4 - 1d (red
circles) depicts the animal’s orientation as a function of time and shows little change in the
orientation during the course of the experiment. This, of course, is bound to change once
the animal approaches the boundary and is subjected to a velocity gradient. The experiment
documented in Fig. 4 - 1f indicates that in the presence of a uniform flow (in the absence
of velocity gradients), the animals do not rheotax. Interestingly, when experimenting with
hookworm larvae suspended in a glass box, Lane(76) did not observe rheotaxis in the
presence of flow (presumably, the animals were far from surfaces). In contrast, he reported
positive rheotaxis when the worms were in a capillary tube (presumably, proximate to a
surface).
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Rheotaxis Suppressed in Narrow Conduits
My observations suggest that the mechanism of the animals’ alignment against the
flow is caused solely by hydrodynamic effects and does not require determined action on
the animals’ part. In other forms of orientation behavior (e.g., chemotaxis), C. elegans
worms are known to make deliberate 180o turns by bending their body into the shape of
the Greek letter Omega. These so-called “omega” turns indicate deliberate behavior(113).
To examine whether the animal’s deliberate action is involved in rheotaxis, I repeated the
experiment of Fig. 4 - 1b with a narrower conduit (W=0.6mm) at a flow rate of 460µL/h
and average velocity 2130µm/s (about seven times the swimming speed of young adult C.
elegans). The conduit was too narrow to allow the 1~1.2 mm-long animals to change
orientation by hydrodynamic effects, but wide enough to allow them to make determined
omega turns. Fig. 4 - 1g (W=0.6mm) shows that about half (56%) of the animals (n=79)
were oriented with the flow. Fig. 4 - 1h depicts the fraction of animals with their center of
mass at a transverse position d ± d and oriented in the | direction. The orientations
of the animals were nearly independent of transverse positions, and about the same fraction
of animals were oriented with the flow as against the flow. Hence, when a change of
orientation by hydrodynamics is precluded, rheotaxis does not occur. This experiment
provides further support to the notion that rheotaxis is caused by hydrodynamics and is not
a deliberate action of the nematode.
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Theoretical Calculations

If rheotaxis is caused solely by hydrodynamic effects, I should be able to reproduce
a similar phenomenon in computer simulations that account only for passive mechanical
forces. Since three-dimensional simulations are time-consuming and the essence of the
rheotaxis can be captured with two-dimensional models, I solve the two-dimensional
Stokes equations for an undulatory swimmer in a conduit in the presence of flow. The
simulation differs from the experiment in the absence of the conduit’s floor and ceiling.
The vertical confinement in the experiment increases the drag force acting on the
swimmer(91) and screens the wall shear stress to reduce the extent of the velocity gradient
next to the side walls. The two-dimensional model does include, however, the key features
responsible for rheotaxis such as the interaction between the flow field induced by the
swimmer and the side wall and the presence of a velocity gradient.
Since the Reynolds number associated with the swimming C. elegans is small, I
solve the Stokes equation
p  2u  0 .

(4.4)

The liquid is incompressible and the velocity field satisfies the continuity equation
u  0 .

(4.5)

In the above, u is the velocity vector and p is the pressure.
I define the local coordinates xL and yL with their origin at the center of mass of the
swimmer. At any instant in time, the coordinate x L is inclined with angle θ with respect to
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the conduit’s axis. I approximate the C. elegans as a two-dimensional, flexible, undulating
sheet with a uniform cross-section. The position of the swimmer’s skeleton

yL  b sin 2 (

xL



 ft ) ,

(4.6)

is a function of the axial position xL. 0≤ xL ≤ λ. In the above, λ is the wavelength of the
undulating wave, b is the amplitude, and f is the frequency. The swimmer’s thickness,
wavelength, amplitude, and frequency were set, respectively, to 69 μm, 1005 μm, 112.5
μm, and 1.7 Hz to match the corresponding characteristics of the actual swimmer. The
swimmer is confined in a conduit –W/2<y<W/2, where W=2.6 mm is the conduit’s width.
The swimmer translates with instantaneous horizontal (U) and vertical (V)
velocities as well as rotates with angular velocity  around its center of mass. All these
velocities are not known apriori and must be obtained as part of the solution process. The
boundary conditions consist of specified axial and vertical undulating wave velocities
along the swimmer’s body:
x

ux  U  y  2 fb cos 2   ft  sin  ,



(4.7)

x

u y  V  x  2 fb cos 2   ft  cos  .



(4.8)

and

Additionally, I specified a parabolic velocity profile with an average of 300 µm/s at the
conduit’s inlet, zero outlet viscous stress, and non-slip conditions at all solid surfaces. Both
the conduit’s inlet and outlet were located more than 5 wavelengths away from the
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swimmer’s center of mass so that the locations of the inlet and outlet had negligible effect
on the computational results.
The instantaneous hydrodynamic force and torque are, respectively,

F

 ( pI   (u

 u))nˆ ds ,

T

(4.9)

s

and

τ

 r  ( pI   (u

T

 u))nˆ ds .

(4.10)

s

In the above, r is the radius vector from the swimmer’s center of mass to a point on
the animal’s surface and n̂ is an outward unit vector on the swimmer’s surface. The
integration is carried out along the swimmer’s surface. I is the unit tensor.
In order to prevent the swimmer from penetrating the side walls, I included a shortrange repulsive (steric) force between the swimmer and the solid boundaries. To this end,
discs (n=21) were distributed along the swimmer’s skeleton and a fast decaying force was
defined between each disk and the solid boundaries.
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In the above, FLJ,i is the repulsive force experienced by the ith disc and ysp, ytw, and ybw are
respectively the vertical coordinates of the discs, the top boundary, and the bottom
boundary.  tw  ytW  ysp,i  rhsp .  bW  ysp ,i  ybW  rhsp . In the simulations, I set
ɛ=3.75x108 N/m, σ=1 µm, rsp=138 µm, and rhsp= 39.5 µm.
The total force and torque acting on the swimmer due to the above repulsive force
are, respectively,
n

FLJ  t    FLJ ,i  t  ,

(4.12)

i 1

and
n

 LJ  t    ri  FLJ ,i ,

(4.13)

i 1

where ri is the distance vector from the swimmer’s center of mass to the ith disc’s center.
The unknown instantaneous translational velocities U and V and the angular
velocity  are determined by requiring that no net force and no net torque act on the
swimmer. Since the problem is linear, I use superposition. I construct four auxiliary
problems such that the sum of the solutions of these problems is equivalent to the solution
of the original problem. The velocity fields associated with the auxiliary problems I, II, III,
and IV are denoted, respectively, as uI, uII, uIII, and uIV. Each of the above velocity fields
satisfies equations (4.4) and (4.5). The four auxiliary problems differ in the velocity
conditions specified along the swimmer’s surface and the conduit’s inlet.
Problem I:
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uI , x  1 , and uI , y  0 .

(4.14)

uII , x  0 , and uII , y  1 .

(4.15)

uIII , x   y , and uIII , y   x .

(4.16)

Problem II:

Problem III:

Problem IV:
x

x

uIV , x  2 fb cos 2   ft  sin  and uIV , y  2 fb cos 2   ft  cos  .





(4.17)

In the first three auxiliary problems, I specified zero velocity at the conduit’s inlet,
and zero viscous stress at the conduit’s outlet. In the last auxiliary problem, I specified a
parabolic velocity profile with an average of 300µm/s at the conduit’s inlet and zero
viscous stress at the conduit’s outlet. Each of the four auxiliary problems has well-defined
boundary conditions and can be solved independently. Once the auxiliary problems have
been solved, I calculate the corresponding instantaneous hydrodynamic forces and torques
acting on the swimmer. The instantaneous steric forces and torques are calculated using
equations (4.11) and (4.12). I denote the various forces and torques associated with
problems I, II, III, and IV as FI , x , FI ,y ,  I ; FII , x , FII ,y ,  II ; FIII , x , FIII ,y ,  III ; and FIV , x , FIV ,y .
and  IV . I denote the steric force and torque as FLJ and  LJ .
The complete solution of the original problem is given by the weighted sum of the
solutions of the auxiliary problems

u  Uu I  Vu II   u III  u IV .
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(4.18)

The forces and torques acting on the swimmer are:
Fx  UFI , x  VFII , x   FIII , x  FIV , x ,

(4.19)

Fy  UFI ,y  VFII ,y   FIII ,y  FIV ,y  FLJ ,

(4.20)

  U I  V II   III   IV   LJ .

(4.21)

and

The unknown instantaneous velocities (U, V) and angular velocity () are determined by
setting the net forces and torques to zero.
Fx  Fy    0 .

(4.22)

To obtain the swimmer’s trajectory and orientation, I solve the kinematic equations
 X t   U t  

 

 Y t     V t   .

 

  t     t  

(4.23)

The tine step used in the numerical calculations was always smaller than 0.01s (1.7% of
the swimming period).
To verify the numerical code, I calculated the swimming speed of an infinitely long
waving sheet and compared the numerical solution with Taylor’s analysis(32). In my
computer model, I used periodic boundary conditions at the two ends of the swimmer,
effectively rendering the swimmer infinite in length. The other boundaries of the
computational domain were set far enough from the swimmer to render variations in the
locations of the boundaries insignificant. Since Taylor’s solution is valid only when the
ratio between the gait amplitude (b) and the wavelength (λ) is small, I expect a good
agreement between my simulation results and Taylor’s solution only when b/ λ<<1. Fig. 4
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-3 depicts the swimmer’s velocity (U) normalized with the wave velocity (VW) as a
function of the dimensionless gait amplitude . My predicted velocity (red circles) agrees
well with Taylor’s analytical solution (blue line) when b/ λ <0.06.

Figure 4 - 3: The predicted swimming speed of an infinite length waving sheet in an infinite
medium predicted by COMSOLTM (red circles) and Taylor’s analytical solution (blue line)
as a function of the gait’s amplitude normalized with the wavelength.

As another test, I considered a waving infinite sheet centered between two parallel,
infinite plates. The analytical solution for this problem has been obtained by Katz(86),
using lubrication approximation. Fig. 4 - 4 depicts the propulsive speed normalized with
the wave speed as a function of W/(2b). b/=0.03. The symbols and solid line correspond,
respectively, to the finite element predictions and Katz’s analytical solution. The two
solutions are in good agreement.
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Figure 4 - 4: The velocity of a waving, confined, infinite sheet normalized with the wave
speed as a function of the conduit’s half-width normalized with the wave amplitude. b/λ
=0.03. The hollow circles and the solid line correspond, respectively, to the finite element
solution and Katz’s analytical solution.

Fig. 4 - 5a depicts from left to right video frames of an experiment, recording a
swimmer. Initially (t=0), the swimmer’s center of mass is distance y(0) = 300m from the
conduit’s mid-width and the swimmer is nearly perpendicular to the flow direction ((0) ~
90o). The head of the swimmer of interest is identified with a red, vertical arrow. The flow
is from right to left, and the frames are spaced 2s apart. As time goes by, the swimmer
approaches the boundary and rotates to orient itself against the flow. Figs. 4 - 5b and c
depict the computed position and orientation of the theoretical swimmer with initial
conditions similar to the ones in the experiment. Fig. 4 - 5b depicts the instantaneous
velocity field and stream lines (solid lines). Fig. 4 - 5c depicts the instantaneous vorticity
field and stream lines. The predicted counter-rotating vortex pair agrees well with available
flow visualization experiments(2, 49). As the swimmer approaches the side wall, its head
enters a region of low velocity while its tail remains exposed to a higher velocity (t=2s).
As a result, the external flow rotates the swimmer to face into the flow (t=6s). Once
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swimming next to the wall and against the flow, the interaction between the flow field
induced by the swimmer’s gait and the wall tilts the swimmer towards the wall (t=8s),
reducing the probability of the animal departing from the wall region. The computersimulated trajectories of the animal are in qualitative agreement with experimental
observations. The similarity in behavior is striking. Fig. 4 - 5d depicts the experimentally
observed (blue) and the predicted (red) instantaneous inclination angle  as functions of
time. The striking resemblance between the theoretical predictions and experimental
observations reinforces the notion that the change in the swimmer’s orientation to align
itself against the flow is caused by hydrodynamic effects.
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Figure 4 - 5: Comparison of the (a) experimentally observed and (b-c) computer-simulated
change of orientation of an undulatory swimmer near a surface in the presence of fluid flow
directed to the left (θ=180o). Red arrows denote the position of the animal’s head. (d) The
animal’s measured (blue) and predicted (red) orientation (θ) as a function of time. Color in
panel (b) and (c) depicts respectively the velocity field and the vortex field. The solid lines
in both panel (b) and (c) are stream lines.

Next, I examine the fraction of animals, with their center of mass initially at y(0) =
-300µm that end up aligned against the flow as a function of their initial orientation (0).
To this end, I simulate the motion of animals with various initial inclination angles subject
to the same flow conditions as in Fig. 4 - 5. Fig. 4 - 6a depicts the trajectories of animals
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with (0) = -145o-, -145o+, 155o-, and 155o+ where =5o. Fig. 4 - 6b depicts the
instantaneous angles (t) as functions of time for the four above cases. In all instances, the
animal initially has a velocity component in the direction of the external flow, eventually
arrives close to the surface, and ends up swimming along the surface either with (red
trajectories) or against (blue trajectories) the flow. The region shaded in blue in Fig. 4 - 6a
(-145o ≤ θ(0) ≤ 155o) identifies the initial conditions that resulted in the animal eventually
facing upstream. If the initial orientation of the swimmer were a uniformly distributed
random variable and only hydrodynamic factors were at play, the simulations predict that
~83% of the swimmers originating at y(0)=-300m will end-up with upstream orientation,
which is on par with the experimental data (73%) of Fig. 4 - 1a. The calculations of Fig.
4 - 6a were repeated for animals having the initial positions of their centers of mass at 0>
y (0)>-0.15 and the results summarized in Fig. 4 - 6c. The blue and red regions in Fig. 4 -

6c identify, respectively, the initial conditions that eventually lead to upstream and
downstream swimming.
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Figure 4 - 6: (a) Four computed trajectories of animals’ centers of mass for animals initially
located at yˆ  y / W  0.12 and oriented at (0) = -150o, -140o, 150, and 160oThe
lengths are scaled with the conduit’s width W=2.6mm. The external flow is directed to the
left (θ=180o). The trajectory’s color indicates the angle θ. See scale on the right. The region
shaded in blue and pink identify, respectively, the initial conditions that result in the animal
eventually facing upstream and downstream. (b) The orientation angles  of the four
animals whose trajectories were depicted in (a) as functions of time normalized with the
swimming period. Blue and red denote, respectively, animals whose final orientation was
against and with the flow. (c) The eventual orientation of the animal (blue and red
correspond to against and with the flow respectively) as a function of the initial position of
the animal’s center of mass y (0) and orientation θ(0). (d) and (e) depict schematically the
various torques experienced by downstream and upstream swimmers. TC denotes torque
produced by collisions of the animal’s head with the boundary, TS denotes torque produced
by the differences in velocity at the location of the tail and the head of an inclined animal,
and TU denotes torque associated with the flow field induced by an undulating animal to
orient it toward the surface (bordertaxis).
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To gain further insight on the behavior of nematodes close to surfaces, I examine
in Figs. 4 - 6d and e the various torques that act on downstream and upstream swimmers.
In chapter 3, I have shown that in the absence of external flow, the flow field induced by
the undulatory swimmer interacts with the surface to induce torque TU that tilts the
swimmer towards the surface, placing it on a collision course with the surface. Once the
animal collides with the surface, its center of mass is repelled from the surface to allow it
to maintain its far field gait. I denote the torque resulting from this collision TC. Once
repelled from the surface, the hydrodynamic torque TU restores the animal’s direction of
motion back towards the surface. This interplay between short-range attractive
hydrodynamic force and repulse steric force enables the animal to swim along the surface
for extended time intervals. In the presence of external flow, when the animal is inclined
towards the surface, the animal’s tail is exposed to a higher external velocity than its head,
subjecting the animal to the torque TS induced by the external flow. When the animal swims
with the flow, TS rotate the animal to orient it against the flow, destabilizing the
downstream swimming state (Fig. 4 - 6d). When the animal swims against the flow, TS
stabilizes the upstream swimming state (Fig. 4 - 6e). As a result, most animals, regardless
of their initial orientation and position, will eventually end up swimming upstream.
Would the majority of the animals align against the flow solely by a geometric
effect in the absence of boundary attraction? Assuming that the orientation of animals
located away from the wall is uniformly distributed, most of the animals that are not already
oriented against the flow will eventually reach one of the side walls. When the animal
approaches a side wall, its head will be closer to the wall than its tail. As a result, the torque
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TS will orient the animal to face into the flow. In the absence of surface attraction, the
animals are unlikely to stay in the wall’s vicinity. Once the animals head away from the
wall, the torque TS will align them with the flow. Thus, it is unlikely that the conduit
geometry alone would cause the majority of animals to align against the flow.
4.4 Conclusions
I examined both experimentally and theoretically the effect of fluid flow on the
orientation of undulatory swimmers using the nematode C. elegans as a model animal. I
found that in the presence of a velocity gradient next to stationary surface, most undulatory
swimmers align themselves against the direction of the flow (positive rheotaxis) with their
heads facing upstream. In contrast to other tactic behaviors, such as chemotaxis(114),
thermotaxis(115), and electrotaxis(116), which require active involvement of the nervous
system, rheotaxis results from purely mechanical interactions.
Assuming that animals located far from the conduit’s side walls are randomly
oriented, most swimmers eventually arrive at the side walls. In the presence of externallyimposed flow, there will be a velocity gradient next to the wall that rotates animals
swimming towards the wall to face into the flow. If the animal were to bounce back and
head away from the wall, the velocity gradient next to the surface will rotate the animal to
orient it with the flow and likely no preferred orientation would be observed. For the
majority of animals to be oriented against the flow, I need yet additional mechanism to
retain the animals in the wall vicinity. Once next to the conduit’s side wall, the interaction
between the undulatory swimmer-induced flow field and the wall rotates the swimmer
towards the wall (boundary-attraction), causing the swimmer’s anterior to collide with the
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surface. Once the swimmer rebounds, surface attraction restores the rotation towards the
wall. The interplay between hydrodynamic attraction to the surface and steric repulsion
enables the animal to swim along the surface for extended time intervals. In the presence
of the external flow, the velocity gradient induces a torque that stabilizes upstream
swimmers and destabilizes downstream swimmers. Animals located far from the conduit’s
side walls, where the velocity profile is uniform in the plane of motion, are unaffected by
these hydrodynamic interactions and do not rheotax. The presence of a stationary wall, a
velocity gradient in the plane of motion, and sufficient space for hydrodynamicallyinduced rotation are essential for rheotaxis. The experimental observations were mimicked
with great fidelity by computational fluid dynamics simulations, suggesting that
hydrodynamic effects are, indeed, the major mechanism involved in rheotaxis.
The effect of proximity to surfaces on rheotaxis behavior explains why some claim
that nematodes rheotax(74, 75, 106-111) while others claim that they do not(76, 81, 105).
Analysis of the literature is complicated by lack of details on the relevant experimental
conditions. Lane(76) reported that hookworm larvae did not rheotax when in a glass box
but did rheotax when in a capillary tube. This paradox can be interpreted in light of my
theory. In the capillary tube, the animals were located close to a surface while in the glass
box, they were likely far from a surface. Casadevall I Solvas X et al(75) present a video
(Movie 3) in which C. elegans animals situated next to the side wall of a microfluidic
device swim upstream whereas animals far from the wall do not.
Can undulatory swimmers exhibit negative rheotaxis (alignment with the flow)?
Consider an object moving in an otherwise quiescent liquid. For example, suppose that one
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of the conduit’s walls slides parallel to itself. The head of an animal swimming towards the
moving surface will experience higher velocity than its tail. Therefore, this animal will
rotate to align with the surface’s direction of motion. As before, due to surface attraction,
the animal will remain next to the surface for considerable time intervals with the surfacegenerated velocity gradient stabilizing the animal’s alignment with the flow. Thus, next to
moving surfaces, I would expect undulatory swimmers to align with the flow (negative
rheotaxis).
Rheotaxis has been observed in organisms as simple as single motile cells such as
bacteria(103, 117-120) and sperm(102, 121, 122), where hydrodynamics is implicated as
the cause of rheotactic behavior(117-122). In contrast, in the case of zebrafish, a vertebrate,
an active response of the animal that involves its sensory nervous system is believed to
influence the rheotactic behavior(104). Here, through a combination of experiments and
numerical simulations, I rule out the possible role of active response of the nematodes in
the rheotactic behavior and show that multi-cellular organisms, such as nematodes,
possessing a small nervous system, can exploit passive hydrodynamic mechanisms for
directed movement.
Although rheotaxis is involuntary and hydrodynamically-induced, it likely plays an
important role in nematodes’ life cycles. Rheotaxis may assist parasitic nematodes in
invading hosts; navigating through veins, arteries, and the lymphatic system; and
maintaining their positions in the presence of blood (i.e., the heartworm), lymphatics, or
gastric flows.

Rheotaxis may assist soil-dwelling nematodes, lacking geotactic

behavior(123), to stay near roots, and avoid being washed away by rain from regions
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abundant in food(108). An understanding of the origins of nematode rheotactic behavior
could lead to new control and intervention methodologies. For example, drugs suppressing
a nematode’s motility would reduce the ability of parasitic nematodes to resist flow when
residing in humans, animals, and plants to avoid being washed out of the hosts’ systems.
Understanding of rheotaxis is also important to designers of microfluidic systems for
sorting and investigating behaviors of nematodes. My study suggests the possibility of
suppressing the rheotactic behavior by adjusting conduits’ dimensions in microfluidic
systems.
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Chapter 5 Dynamic Trapping and Motility Measurement of
Microswimmers
5.1 Introduction
C. elegans is a multicellular, free-living, nematode that is used extensively as a
model system to study the genetic basis of behavior, disease, and aging, as well as to test
the mechanism of drug action and discover new drugs. C. elegans is inexpensive to
cultivate, amenable to genetic manipulation(58), and can provide rapid answers to
important biological and medical questions(124).
Locomotion studies in C. elegans have traditionally been performed manually by
an observer watching the behavior of the animals on an agar surface. This manual approach
is labor intensive and thus of low throughput(58). Furthermore, it lacks sensitivity.
Recently, machine vision methods and microfluidic platforms have been developed to
increase throughput and enable quantitative studies(74, 125-146), facilitating the
identification of subtle phenotypes that are not detectable with the human eye(138, 142).
Microfluidic platforms are enabling high throughput assays by shrinking down the size of
individual modules, enabling the concurrent monitoring of many animals(126, 128, 131134, 140, 141, 143-146) occasionally for prolonged time intervals such as needed for sleep
and aging studies(131, 140). Although various miniaturized microfluidic modules have
been developed for on-chip assays, including wells and capsules(128, 131-134, 140, 141,
143-146), worm traps(126, 129, 130), and electrophysiological measurement module(139),
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few devices to monitor propulsive thrust and power are available. Such assays are likely to
be beneficial for C. elegans aging research(147-150).
In this chapter, I describe a compact infinity pool-like, microfluidic apparatus to
stimulate C. elegans motion and monitor the animal’s propulsive thrust. My apparatus
enables one to localize nematodes for observation without restraining their motion. To
demonstrate the device’s utility, I examined the characteristics of swimming of C. elegans
in the tapered conduit and examined the motility of C. elegans as a function of age,
genotype, and exposure to electric field.
5.2 Materials and Methods

Device Fabrication and Experimental Setup

The device consists of a tapered conduit with an inlet and an outlet. Two designs
were used. In one design, the total length of the conduit was 10 mm. The width of the
conduit at the narrow end and the wide end were, respectively, 100 μm and 800 μm. In the
second design, the length of the conduit was 8 mm. The width of the conduit at the narrow
end and the wide end were, respectively, 100 μm and 1000 μm. The depths of both conduits
were 109 μm.
Master wafer molds for both devices were made by standard photolithography with
negative photoresist (SU8 2025, Microchem). Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184,
Ellsworth Adhesives) prepared with pre-polymer and cure agent in the ratio of 1:9 was cast
on the master mold, and cured at room temperature for 24 hours. The PDMS replica was
then peeled off from the master mold and cut into pieces containing individual conduits. A
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2.90 mm OD hole-puncher (15077, Harris Uni-Core, Ted Pella, Inc.) was used to puncture
the fluid inlet. A 4.39 mm OD hole-puncher (15080, Harris Uni-Core, Ted Pella, Inc.) was
used to puncture a hole for the worm well. The PDMS pieces were then permanently
bonded to glass slides (plain microscopic slide, 76.2×25.4×1 mm, Fisher Scientific) pretreated with oxygen plasma. Two segments of syringe needles were inserted into the inlet
port and outlet port to form electrodes.
A device was placed on the stage of an upright microscope (BX52, Olympus)
equipped with a camera (pco.1600, PCO) which was used to record the motion of the
animals. The narrow end of the conduit was connected to a syringe pump (PHD 2000,
Harvard Apparatus) with flexible tubing. The wide end of the conduit discharged to waste.
The electrodes were connected to a DC power supply (TPS-4000, Toward Electric
Instruments).

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

To image the flow field, I used a 0.2 g/L suspension of fluorescent microspheres
(F-8821, Molecular Probes). The suspension was pumped through the device at a fixed
flow rate of 70 µL/h. Images of the microspheres in the conduit were recorded by an upright
microscope (BX52, Olympus). The free PIVlab particle image velocimetry software
(version 1.32) was used to obtain the flow field in the conduit.
The PIV data was used to determine the average velocity of a 200 µm by 200 µm
area as a function of time. The average flow speed fluctuated within less than ±2% within
a 40 seconds time window.
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Animal Cultivation and Strains Used

Prior to experiments, animals were cultivated on the surfaces of NGM agar(58), fed
the bacterial strain DA837(57), and kept at a constant temperature 20oC incubator. The
wild-type strain used was N2, variety Bristol(58). Other strains used were LS292 dys-1
(cx18) I, ZZ17 lev-10 and JIM113 ujIs113[pie-1::mCherry::Histone H2B; Pnhr2::mCherry::HIS-24; unc-119(+)]II(151). Experiments were performed at room
temperature (~22oC) with animals that were well fed prior to, but not during, the
experiments. Adult animals of age X were obtained by manually picking the fourth larval
stage animal X days prior to the experiment. Animals were transferred to new NGM plates
daily to keep track of their age.
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Image Processing

Figure 5 - 1: Image processing steps. First, the grayscale image (A) was converted to a
binary image (B). Next, all objects in the image that are smaller than a threshold size were
identified and deleted. These helped remove dirt and artifacts from the image. Then the
conduit’s walls and the worm were detached from each other and stored as individual
objects (C), allowing them to be processed separately. A linear best fit line was used to
define each sidewall (D). Next, the program determined the misalignment angle (theta)
between the microfluidic channel’s axis and the camera. Then the equations representing
the walls were converted from the camera frame of reference to the device frame of
reference. Next, the worm’s image was reduced to a skeleton and unwanted branches in
the skeleton were pruned, leaving a single smooth curve that represents the shape of the
worm (D). The skeleton of the animal and side walls (red lines) were superimposed on raw
image to verify the quality of the process (E). (F) Superimposed images of consecutive
video frames during a 4s time interval when the animal was localized at the equilibrium
position.

Movies of C. elegans were analyzed with a custom written Matlab-based tracking
program. Fig. 5 - 1 outlines the image processing steps. First, the grayscale image (A) was
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converted to a binary image (B). Next, all objects in the image that are smaller than a
threshold size were identified and deleted. These helped remove dirt and artifacts from the
image. Then the conduit’s walls and the worm were detached from each other and stored
as individual objects (C), allowing them to be processed separately. A linear best fit line
was used to define each sidewall (D). Next, the program determined the misalignment
angle (theta) between the microfluidic channel’s axis and the camera. Then the equations
representing the walls were converted from the camera frame of reference to the device
frame of reference. Next, the worm’s image was reduced to a skeleton and unwanted
branches in the skeleton were pruned, leaving a single smooth curve that represents the
shape of the worm (D). The skeleton of the animal and side walls (red lines) were
superimposed on raw image to verify the quality of the process (E). Then, the relative
positions of the animal’s head and center of mass and the corresponding conduit width
were obtained for each frame.
I denote the axial position the animal’s center of mass as XA. The axial location of
the equilibrium position XC is defined as the position that satisfies |XC-XA|<80µm for at
least 4s. Fig. 5 - 1F features superimposed images of consecutive video frames during a
4s time interval when the animal was localized at XC. While at the equilibrium position,
the C. elegans rocks back and forth slightly about the equilibrium position. These
fluctuations are due to variations in the propulsive thrust during a period of swimming and
slight fluctuations in the flow rate.
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Characteristic Properties of C. elegans and the Liquid Medium Used to Calculate
the Compliance Number

Length: 1000 µm; bending frequency: 2 Hz; water viscosity: 1 mPas; bending
rigidity(53): 4.2x10-22 Nm2.
5.3 Results and Discussions

Description of the Device and its Operation

Figure 5 - 2: (A) A schematic drawing of the infinite pool like device. (B) An experimental
image of an adult C. elegans swimming in the infinite pool like device. Scale bar: 500 µm.
(C) The instantaneous width of the conduit at the position of the center of mass of an adult
C. elegans when the animal is approaching the equilibrium position from respectively the
wide end (solid line) and the tapered end (dashed line) of the device. The shaded area
denote the equilibrium state. (D) An immobilized adult C. elegans at the tapered end of the
device. Scale bar: 500 µm.
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The basic building block of my apparatus is depicted schematically in Fig. 5 - 2A.
An array of similar devices can be accommodated on a single substrate to enable concurrent
high throughput observations of multiple animals. The module depicted in Fig. 5 - 2A
consists of three parts, listed from left to right, (i) a tight immobilization chamber at the
narrow end of a conduit; (ii) a tapered conduit that minimally restrains the animal’s motion;
and (iii) an introduction well connected to the conduit’s wide end. The device was
fabricated with standard soft photolithography (see methods section for details). The
various features were molded in a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) slab that was then bonded
to a glass slide. The unit was filled with aqueous solution, and was connected to a
computer-controlled, reversible syringe pump at its narrow end and to a drain at its wide
end. The immobilization chamber is sufficiently tight to retain the animal, but not to allow
it to pass through.
The animal was inserted into the introduction well. Initially and for a short time, I
directed the syringe pump to induce fluid flow in the conduit from the wide end (right) to
the narrow end (left) (opposite to the directions indicated in Fig. 5 - 2A) to induce the
animal into the conduit. The use of assisting flow to entrain the animal is not essential.
When left to its own devices, the animal will eventually enter the conduit even in the
presence of adverse flow. The use of inductive flow shortens, however, the time until the
animal enters the tapered conduit.
In a few of the experiments, I applied a DC electric field along the conduit’s length
with the electric field’s negative pole located at the conduit’s narrow end. The electric field
(~3V/cm) was sufficiently small to be harmless to the animal(56, 152) and the forces
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associated with the electric field, such as electrophoresis were negligible(56). We then
reversed the direction of the flow to cause flow in the conduit from its narrow end (left) to
its wide end (right) as indicated by the arrows in the figure. In other words, the animal
faced into the flow and swam upstream. In the presence of the electric field, the animal
swam upstream by its nervous system mediated attraction to the negative pole of the
electric field(55, 56, 152). This sensory response to the electric field that is shared by most,
if not all, C. elegans from stage L3 until near death(56, 152, 153) provides a convenient
means to control the animals’ motion.
In later experiments, I realized, however, that the use of the electric field was not
essential to encourage the nematodes to swim upstream. Since animals exhibit positive
rheotaxis (tendency to swim against the flow(154)), it was not necessary to stimulate them
to do so. Hence, we were able to also carry out experiments in the absence of an electric
field.
As the animal progressed upstream and the conduit’s width (w) (Fig. 5 - 2B)
narrowed, the average adverse flow velocity Va ~

Q
increased, and so did the drag
w d  A

on the swimmer. In the above, Q is the time-independent flow rate in the conduit, d is the
uniform conduit’s depth, and A is the cross-sectional area occupied by the swimmer’s body.
Typically A<< w  d . As Va increases, eventually the swimmer would no longer be able
to overcome the force exerted on it by the adverse flow. At that point, the swimmer stalled,
swimming in place without progressing. I refer to the stall position as the equilibrium
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position and denote conditions at equilibrium with the subscript E, i.e., the conduit’s width
at the location of the stalling animal’s center of mass is wE.
Two typical trajectories of animals in the tapered conduit are depicted in Fig. 5 2C. The figure depicts the conduit’s width w (m) at the instantaneous location of two
young wild type adults’ center of mass as functions of time when the flow rate in the
conduit were respectively 69 µL/h (top trajectory) and 58 µL/h (bottom trajectory). The
figure reports only the range of w values visible in the field of view of the microscope.
When the animal was initially located at w>wE (upper trajectory), it swam upstream in the
direction of decreasing w, until it arrived at w~wE. Once at w=wE, the position of the
animal’s center of mass fluctuated slightly around wE. The range of fluctuations
(w/wE~±4%) is described by the gray-shaded area around the solid line in Fig. 5 - 2C.
The animal stayed at its equilibrium position until it fatigued and was washed downstream,
executed an omega turn to align itself with the direction of the flow and swam with
downstream the flow, or reversed its undulatory wave’s direction of propagation to swim
backwards with the flow without turning. In most cases (86% out of total 22 cases), the
animals executed either an omega turn, reversal or an omega turn followed by an reversal,
and swam downstream with the flow. In the other cases, as the animal fatigued, the
frequency or amplitude of its gait decreased, and the animal was no longer capable of
producing the necessary propulsion to retain its equilibrium position. In such a case, the
animal was dragged backwards by the flow while attempting to swim forward (14% out of
total 22 cases).
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The tapered end of the module can be used to immobilize the animal, restraining its
motion, perhaps for close examination. To immobilize the animal, the syringe pump’s
direction of pumping was reversed to induce flow from the wide end towards the narrow
end of the tapered conduit. The animal was pulled into the tight immobilization chamber,
where its motion was highly restricted (Fig. 5 - 2D). The animal can be maintained in the
immobilization chamber for a predetermined period of time. When the animal is trapped
in the immobilization chamber, the syringe pump can direct a weak flow from the narrow
end to the wide end to supply the immobile animal with nutrients and/or drugs, if so desired,
without dislodging the animal. To release the animal from the immobilization chamber, a
pulse of pressure was applied to drive fluid flow from the narrow end to the wide end. Once
the animal has been dislodged, the flow rate can reduced allowing the animal to return to
its equilibrium position. Fig. 5 - 2C (dashed line) depicts the trajectory of an animal leaving
the immobilization chamber and returning to the equilibrium position. The use of a narrow
tapered conduit to immobilize nematodes for observations was previously described(126),
and it was demonstrated that the animals can be repetitively immobilized in an
immobilization chamber and dislodged without causing them any harm(126).
The device can also be potentially used to estimate the motility of C. elegans and
to localize animals for observations without restraining their motion. Below, I describe a
few experiments illustrating these applications.
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Localization of Animals and the Study of Pair Interactions

The design of the apparatus is such that each animal automatically finds its
equilibrium position without a need for any feedback control or fine adjustments. Once at
the equilibrium position, the animal stays in one place for a time interval ranging from tens
of seconds to a few minutes, amenable to close observations under the microscope. When
localized, the animal maintains its natural gait free of any constrains. For example, our
ability to localize animals enabled us to study, in detail, the interactions between pairs of
animals, revealing that proximate swimmers synchronize their gait through steric
interactions(155).
The Effect of the Conduit Geometry and Adverse Flow on the Animal’s Swimming
Gait

Figure 5 - 3: (A) A time sequence of the animal’s body shape seem from top (top row) and
side (bottom row) respectively. Scar bars: 500 µm. (B) A schematic drawing of the
positions of the two cameras and the plane of motion of the C. elegans.
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Fig. 5 - 3A shows top and side views of the animal’s body and its position in the
conduit at various instances during one swimming cycle. The conduit’s width at the
location of the nematode’s center of mass w=570 m. The conduit height d=109 m is
sufficiently small to (i) retain the animal within the focal plane of the microscope and (ii)
prevent two animals from swimming with one animal above the other. When the animal is
viewed with an upright microscope, its motion appears to be in the horizontal plane. To
examine whether this is, indeed, the case, I mounted a second, horizontal microscope and
collected images of the animal’s gait also in the in vertical plane. The arrangement of the
two cameras is described schematically in Fig. 5 - 3B. Concurrent recordings of the
animal’s gait in the two vertical planes are provided in Fig. 5 - 3A. The side view images
were enhanced using artificial color for better visibility. Inspection of the two orthogonal
projections of the animal’s motion suggests that the animal swims in a plane that is inclined
with respect to the tapered conduit’s floor and ceiling with an inclination angle of
approximately 8o ± 1o (n=12). Similar experiments in an unbounded domain (not shown)
reveal that animals do not always swim in a plane perpendicular to the direction of gravity.
Fig. 5 - 3 indicate that the animal interacts (collide) with the conduit’s walls during its
swimming.
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Figure 5 - 4: (A) The conduit’s width at the equilibrium position (wE) as a function of the
flow rate (n=8). The solid line is a best fit line. The (B) amplitude of head, (C) bending
frequency and (D) the distance between the center of mass of animals and the nearest side
wall (D) are plotted as a function of conduit width (n=8). (E) A histogram of D when wE >
550 µm. The histogram was well fitted (R2=0.99) with a Gaussian distribution (solid line)
with a mean of 267 µm and a standard deviation of 30 µm.

Does the conduit geometry affect the animal’s gait? The effect of confinement in
the channel depth direction on the swimming gait of C. elegans has recently be
studied(156). When the depth of the conduit is greater than the animal’s body diameter, the
swimming gait of the animal is independent of the conduit’s height. The animal body
bending frequency decreases with the depth of the conduit only when the depth of the
conduit decreases below the body diameter(156), presumably due to the increased
resistance to the animal’s motion. We are not aware of any studies on the effect of lateral
confinement on the swimmer’s gait. Below I examine the effect of the conduit’s width of
the animal’s gait.
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I carried out a sequence of experiments with various flow rates (Fig. 5 - 4A). As
the flow rate decreased, the conduit’s width (wE) at the equilibrium position decreased as
well, enabling us to examine the characteristics of the animal’s gait as a function of the
conduit’s width at the equilibrium position wE and the flow rate. Videos of C. elegans
localized at various positions along the tapered conduit were analyzed with my custom
image processing program (see methods section for details). Figs. 5 - 4B and C depict,
respectively, the worm’s head beating amplitude (HA, m) and frequency (f, Hz) as
functions of the conduit’s width (wH, m) at the position of the animal’s head. The
experimental data (circles, n=8, wild type N2) was approximated with two straight, best fit
lines. When the conduit’s width wH<450 m (Fig. 5 - 4B), the head’s amplitude and
frequency were constrained by the conduit’s side walls. The head’s amplitude was
proportional to the conduit’s width. The frequency was affected to a lesser degree.
Although the effect of confinement in the conduit width direction on the swimming gait of
C. elegans has not been examined before, it has been shown that confinement in the conduit
depth direction reduces the bending frequency of C. elegans when the conduit’s depth is
less than the animal’s body diameter(156) presumably due to the increased load exerted on
the animals. The reduction in bending frequency that I see here is likely caused by similar
reasons. When the width of the conduit wH>450 m, the head’s amplitude and frequency
were independent of the conduit’s width and were equal to the amplitude (~185 m) and
frequency (~2 Hz) of animals swimming in an unbounded domain. As long as the motion
of the animal was not confined by the conduit’s both side walls, the animal retained the
same gait as in an unconstrained domain. In my experiments, the conduit’s depth is greater
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than the diameter of the animals and the interactions between the animal and the conduit’s
floor and ceiling had little or no effect on the gait. This observation is consistent with
exiting report that when the depth of the channel is greater than the diameter of the worm,
the gait of the worm is unaffected(156).
As expected, the variations in the flow velocity had little or no effect on the animal’s
gait. The C. elegans’ body is relatively rigid and, under most common conditions, its gait
is not affected by viscous stresses. The relative rigidity of C. elegans can be quantified by
the “compliance number”(67) M 

2 f  L4
that represents the ratio of hydrodynamics
EI

stresses and elastic (bending) stresses. In the above, EI, E, and I are, respectively, the
swimmer’s bending rigidity, modulus of elasticity, and moment of inertia for bending. µ is
the suspending medium’s viscosity. For C. elegans in water, M~0.12. This suggests that,
when in water, C. elegans’ gait is negligibly impacted by viscous stresses. This observation
is consistent with the experimental data of Fang-Yen et al(53), who report that the C.
elegans bending frequency and amplitude are independent of the suspending liquid’s
viscosity over a broad range of viscosities. Since the C. elegans is relatively incompliant,
its gait is independent of the pressure-driven flow field.
During swimming, the nematode consistently approached one of the side walls of
the conduit. Fig. 5 - 4D (n=8, wild type N2) depicts the average distance between the
animal’s center of mass and the closest side wall (D is defined in Fig. 5 - 2B) as a function
of conduit width at the average position of the animal’s center of mass (w). The hollow
circles correspond to experimental data and the solid lines to best fit straight lines. When
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w< ~550 m, the nematode interacted with the side walls, and D decreased as w decreased.
When w >550 m, D was nearly w - independent. Fig. 5 - 4E depicts the amount of time
that the animal spends at various distances D when w> 550 m. The histogram was well
fitted (R2=0.99) with a Gaussian distribution (solid line) with a mean of 267 m and a
standard deviation of 30 m. I have reported this surface attraction behavior earlier and it
is explained by a short-range hydrodynamic effect(154). The swimming in proximity to a
side wall may provide the nematode with a thrust advantage. In the presence of adverse
flow, by staying close to the walls, the worm experienced smaller drag compared to what
it would have experienced if it were to swim along the conduit’s center. To maintain a
swimming gait that is nearly independent of position, I restrict most of my experiments to
flow rates such that wE>500 m in the following studies.

The Motility Meter (Nematode Dynamometer)
The location of the equilibrium position provides an estimate of the animal’s
motility. The further upstream the animal progresses, the “stronger” the animal is. Fig. 5
- 4A depicts the equilibrium position of one day old, wild type (N2) adults (n=8) as a
function of the adverse flow rate (symbols). The solid line is a best fit line. As the adverse
flow rate increased so did the location of the equilibrium state. A nearly linear relationship
is expected for animals with more or less uniform performance. The animal achieves
equilibrium state at a certain average, adverse velocity uE. Since the flow rate Q=wE×d×uE
and for animals with uniform performance, uE is fixed, a linear relationship between wE
and the flow rate Q is, indeed, expected.
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More generally, the animal’s propulsive thrust () is resisted by the drag associated
with the animal’s translation and with the adverse flow. At low swimming velocities, I can
assume creeping flow and a linear relationship between the stresses and the velocities.
 = RPV + RT U,

(5.1)

where V and U are, respectively, the average adverse flow velocity and the average
translational velocity (over a period of swimming) of the animal. RP and RT are,
respectively, the drag coefficient associated with the pressure-driven flow and the
translational motion. At the equilibrium position, U=0 and
wE=RP Q/( d) ,

(5.2)

is proportional to the flow rate consistent with experimental observations (Fig. 5 - 4A). In
addition, wE is inversely proportional to the propulsive thrust. This linear relationship
enables us to infer the propulsive thrust of the animals based on wE.
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The Effect of Exposure to Electric Field on Motility

Figure 5 - 5: (A) The width of the conduit at the equilibrium position (wE) of wild type
animals normalized by the group average value in the absence (left box, n=51) and presence
(right box, n=37) of electric field. The central horizontal line in each box marks the median
wE; the lower and upper edges of the box denote, respectively, the 25th and 75th percentiles;
and the whiskers denote the range (excluding outliers). Individual outliers are marked
separately with symbols. (B) The conduit’s width at the equilibrium position (wE) as a
function of age. The inset next to each data point is a photograph showing the relative
position of the animal inside the tapered conduit. Scale bars: 500 µm. (C) The measured
characteristic normalized with the corresponding value at the first day of measurement as
a function of age. The hollow circles, solid circles, hollow triangles and solid triangles
correspond, respectively, to the normalized average cross sectional flow speed of
equilibrium position (this work), crawling speed in the presence of electric field, fraction
of fast pharyngeal pumping animals, and fraction of fast body movement animals.

To demonstrate the utility of the device as a motility meter, I measured wE as a
function of electric field exposure to see whether the application of electric field has an
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effect on the animals’ motility. Fig. 5 - 5A compares the equilibrium positions of same age,
wild type N2 nematodes in the presence (n=37) and absence (n=51) of an electric field.
The equilibrium positions are normalized by the average equilibrium position of same age,
wild type animals both in the presence and absence of electric field. The central horizontal
line in each box marks the median wE; the lower and upper edges of the box denote,
respectively, the 25th and 75th percentiles; and the whiskers denote the range (excluding
outliers). Individual outliers are marked separately with symbols. There is an insignificant
difference in the average equilibrium positions of the two groups. The result suggests that,
on average, animals of the same genotype and age had similar motility both in the presence
and absence of electric field. The spread of the data also provides an indication of the
significant variations within a relatively homogeneous population. I have therefore the
option of either electrotaxis or reliance on the animals’ tendency to retain their direction of
motion in the upstream direction as means to effectuate upstream swimming.

Motility as a Function of Age

To illustrate the use of my apparatus as a motility meter, I examined the propulsive
thrust of wild type nematodes as a function of age. Researchers have studied various agerelated characteristics of C. elegans such as body movement, speed and pharyngeal
pumping as functions of age(147-150, 153).

Generally, speed measurements are

complicated by the irregular trajectory of the animal and the frequent pauses in motion. In
earlier studies, the animals’ locomotion was only qualitatively characterized into rhythmic
(sinusoidal), irregular, and unable to move even gently probed(147-150). The researchers
reported that the fraction of animal exhibiting regular motion has declined dramatically
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after 8 - 9 days into adulthood when the animals were maintained at 20oC. To obtain more
quantitative data, in a recent study, researchers employed electrotaxis to induce the animals
to crawl on agar along straight trajectories and measured their crawling speed as a function
of age when the animals were maintained at 25oC(153). In contrast to the other studies, in
which the decline in performance was observed only after day 8, this study reports
continuous decline in speed with age. This discrepancy may be explained by the different
worm cultivate temperatures used in these experiments.
Here, I use my apparatus to determine the nematode’s equilibrium position (and
indirectly its propulsive thrust) as a function of age (measured in days after transforming
from L4 to adulthood). The same magnitude of flow rate was used throughout all these
measurements. The animals were cultivated at 20oC. Fig. 5 - 5B depicts the conduit’s width
at the equilibrium position as a function of age. The inset next to each data point is a
photograph showing the relative position of the animal inside the tapered conduit. The scale
bars in the insets are 500 m. From day 2 to day 8, the propulsive thrust of the animals
decreased relatively slowly with time, followed by a sharp decline occurred between day
8 and 9.
To compare my data with that of other researchers who measured other age–depend
characteristics, I depict in Fig. 5 - 5C the measured characteristic normalized with the
corresponding value at the second day of adulthood as a function of age. The hollow circles,
solid circles, hollow triangles and solid triangles correspond, respectively, to the
normalized average cross sectional flow speed of equilibrium position (this work),
crawling speed in the presence of electric field(153), fraction of fast pharyngeal pumping
animals(150), and fraction of fast body movement animals(150). The age-induced decline
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observed in my experiments is consistent with the data of most researchers(149, 150), but
slower than the decline observed in the speed measurements in the presence of an electric
field(153). The latter data may deviate perhaps due to differences in animal cultivate
temperature.

Motility as a Function of Genotype

As another illustration of the use of my motility meter, I examined the propulsive
thrust of one day old adult nematodes as a function of genotype. The propulsive thrust of
five strains of C. elegans including a wild-type strain, a wild-type strain expressing the
mCherry fluorescent protein, and two mutant strains carrying a mutation in one of the two
genes dys-1 or lev-10. These two genes are known to be required for normal
locomotion(138). Fig. 5 - 5D depicts the conduit’s width at the equilibrium position as a
function of genotype. As expected, my device detects a negligible difference in propulsive
thrust between the wild-type animals and the wild-type animals expressing fluorescent
protein and significant differences in propulsive thrust between the wild-type animals and
the mutants carrying a mutation in one of the two genes dys-1 or lev-10 which is consistent
with previous report(138). In contrast to the previous study where the propulsive powers
of C. elegans were measured by a combination of machine vision method and fluid
mechanical computation(138), my method is simpler and hence easier to use.
5.4 Conclusions
I have presented an infinity pool like device for localizing swimmers at a particular
position in space without constraining their motion and for assessing the propulsive thrust
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of the swimmers. The device consists of a tapered conduit with externally-induced flow
directed from its narrow end to its wide end. As swimmers propel themselves upstream,
they gradually encounter increasing adverse flow velocity. Eventually, the swimmer
arrives at an equilibrium position at which the adverse flow matches its propulsive thrust.
Swimmers with different abilities position themselves along the tapered conduit with the
more able ones further upstream of the less capable ones. The swimmer’s thrust can be
simply inferred from the width of the conduit at the equilibrium position.
To characterize the device, we examined the effect of the conduit’s cross-sectional
dimensions on the animal’s swimming gait and found that as long as the conduit’s width
exceeds the gait amplitude and the conduit depth exceeds the animal’s body diameter, the
animal retains the same gait as in an unbounded medium. Interestingly, aided with two
microscopes that collect images in two perpendicular planes, we observe that the animal
swims in a plane that is slightly inclined with respect to the conduit’s floor and ceiling. As
a result, the animal makes periodic contacts with the conduit’s bottom. Since the animal
is heavier than the suspending liquid, its collisions with the floor presumably allow the
animal to hover above the conduit’s floor and maintain a swimming gait rather than sinking
to the bottom, which may require it to execute crawling motion. Although the interactions
of the swimmer with the conduit floor are not central to this chapter, this observation may
warrant further study as it may reveal a mechanism that allows the swimmer to compensate
for being heavier than the suspending liquid.
I took advantage of the ability of the device to localize animals without restraining
their motion by examining the interactions between two swimmers and demonstrating that
the swimmers cooperate by synchronizing their gait to optimize their utilization of
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restricted space. A detailed report on the synchronization and cooperative behavior of C.
elegans is available in Chapter 2.
I demonstrated the use of the device as motility meter by examining the propulsive
thrust of animals as a function of age, genotype, and application of electric field. I find
that in the presence of moderate electric fields of the magnitude typically used to control
the direction of motion of C. elegans (electrotaxis), animals had similar motility as in the
electric field’s absence.
Consistent with most other studies (that have monitored functions other than
motility), my device suggests that animals’ motility declines only slightly in the first eight
days of the aging process. The animals exhibit, however, rapid decline after day eight. I
leave for future work the determination of the molecular basis of the rapid decline.
I have also examined the motility of various known genotypes and demonstrated
that consistent with expectations dys-1 and lev-10 mutants are deficient and exhibit a
significantly smaller propulsive thrust than their wild type counterparts. This study
suggests yet another application of our infinity-pool apparatus. One can intentionally
introduce mutations in animals and then sort them based on motility to identify mutants
with either superior or deficient propulsive thrust. Such an apparatus can serve as the front
end for forward genetic screening.
In our paper, we focus on a single infinity pool like module. Many similar modules
can be accommodated on a single substrate and imaged concurrently to provide a high
throughput. The device is applicable for diverse applications beyond the ones described
here such as quantitative studies of the effects of drugs, therapies, disease progression,
environmental conditions, nutrition, and exercise on motility.
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Chapter 6 High-throughput Motility-based Sorting of Microswimmers
6.1 Introduction
In 1974, Sidney Brenner proposed using the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans as
an animal model to understand nervous system function(58). In his classic publication,
Brenner described the results of a random mutagenesis screen for mutants with motility
defects. In the ensuing forty years, numerous additional genetic screens have been
performed for such mutants, often referred to as “uncoordinated”. In a typical genetic
screen, animals are observed under the microscope and the investigator selects animals that
qualitatively move differently than the norm. This simple strategy has proven powerful in
the identification of over a hundred genes that, when mutated, qualitatively affect animal
locomotion.
Notwithstanding the success of this type of screen for locomotion-defective
animals, there are limitations. First, the screen is laborious since each animal must be
individually inspected. Since mutants of interest are rare, with a typical gene being
meaningfully-mutated in less than one in a thousand animals(58), the number of mutants
identified is limited by investigator time, vigilance, and competence. Second, prior screens
for mutants that affect locomotion have required that the phenotype be sufficiently severe
to be qualitatively detectable by the observer. In fact, there are mutants that appear normal
to the casual observer, yet have locomotion defects when analyzed with sensitive machine
vision methods(135, 138, 142). Ideally, one would want to develop quantitative methods
capable of identifying even subtle, gene-induced variations in locomotion. Additionally,
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one would want to identify chemicals that affect locomotion, as such studies may assist in
developing drugs and identifying hazardous chemicals, which later may be translated to
human-based studies. Finally, one would want to also identify genetic and chemical
perturbations that improve locomotion parameters. Such screens are not yet easily feasible
with direct observation strategies.
Importantly, until recently, identifying the molecular lesion responsible for a
phenotype was a challenging endeavor that could take years to complete using meiotic
recombination genetic mapping strategies. An easily identified phenotype was crucial to
the success of such genetic mapping experiments. However, now, with the ability to carry
out whole genome sequencing (WGS)(157-159), the approach for identifying molecular
mechanisms of behavioral phenotypes has changed. WGS allows one to forgo the need for
laborious genetic mapping, which, in turn, obviates the need for a strong mutant phenotype.
In the new era of WGS, the isolation of candidate mutants has become the rate limiting
step in many forward genetic screens.
Automation of the locomotion-based screening can improve both the throughput
and sensitivity of such screens(137, 153). I describe here a simple, high throughput,
motility-based sorter that separates out animals whose propulsive power exceeds a preset
(controllable) threshold. The sorter isolates animals capable of swimming upstream,
against a fluid flow. A single module of my sorter can process thousands of animals per
hour. Multiple modules can operate in parallel. To demonstrate the efficacy of my motilitybased sorter, I separated motility mutants from non-mutant (wild type) C. elegans animals.
I then used my device to carry out a large-scale genetic screen to identify rare mutants that
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suppressed the locomotion-impairment conferred by over-expression of the gene flp-13,
which regulates sleep-like quiescence in C. elegans(97).
6.2 Materials and Methods

Device Fabrication

A master mold for the conduits was made using standard photolithography with
negative photoresist (SU8 2025, Microchem). A three inch wafer (EI-Cat Inc.) was rinsed
with acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and de-ionized water; heated to 65oC on a hot plate
(Torrey Pines Sci.); and loaded on a spinner (WS-650S-6NPP/LITE, Laurell). About 5 mL
of SU8 2025 photoresist was poured onto the center of the wafer. The wafer was then spun
at 500 rpm for 5s and then at 800 rpm for 25s. Next, the wafer was baked at 95oC on a hot
plate for two hours. Once cooled, the wafer was exposed to a 365nm wavelength light at
3.3 mW/cm2 power through a transparency mask (designed with LayoutEditor software
and printed by Photo Plot Store) for 140s. Then, the wafer was baked at 65oC on a hot plate
for 10 minutes and at 95oC for 60 minutes. The wafer was allowed to cool at room
temperature for five minutes. Then, the wafer was immersed in SU8 developer (Microchem)
for 110 minutes after which the wafer was rinsed with fresh SU8 developer and IPA. The
height of the conduit’s mold was measured with a profilometer (Alpha step 200, Tencor)
to be 91 μm.
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Ellsworth Adhesives), a pre-polymer and
a cure agent in the ratio of 1:10, was cast on the master mold, and cured at room temperature
for 24 hours to form a 5 mm thick PDMS slab. The PDMS replica was then peeled off from
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the master mold and cut into modules containing individual conduits. A 2.90 mm OD holepuncher (15077, Harris Uni-Core, Ted Pella, Inc.) was used to puncture holes for fluid inlet
and outlet. A 4.39 mm OD hole-puncher (15080, Harris Uni-Core, Ted Pella, Inc.) was
used to puncture holes for the loading well and worm reservoir. The PDMS piece was then
permanently bonded to a glass slide (plain microscopic slide, 76.2×25.4×1 mm, Fisher
Scientific). Both the PDMS piece and glass slide were treated with oxygen plasma prior to
bonding.

Animal Cultivation and Strains Used

Prior to the experiments, animals were cultivated on the surfaces of NGM agar(58),
fed the bacterial strain DA837(57), and kept in a constant temperature, 20oC incubator. The
wild-type strain used was N2, variety Bristol(58). Other strains used were LS292 dys1(cx18) I, ZZ17 lev-10, ZZ37 unc-63(x37) I and JIM113 ujIs113[pie-1::mCherry::Histone
H2B; Pnhr-2::mCherry::HIS-24; unc-119(+)] II(151). All experiments were performed
on hermaphrodites. Experiments were performed on well-fed young adult animals, which
were staged based on developmental time (3-4 days after feeding L1-arreseted animals) or
by selecting for L4 animals the day prior to the experiment and then aging at 20 degrees
for one day.

Mutagenesis of C. elegans

EMS mutagenesis was performed according to standard procedure(160). Large
quantities of staged L4 animals were obtained using the alkaline bleach method(83) and
were incubated in 4 mL of 50 mM Ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) solution in a 15 mL
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conical tube for 4 hours at room temperature (21-23 degrees) on a nutator mixer. Then, the
EMS solution in the conical tube was separated from the animals using a centrifuge and
replaced by M9 buffer. After five washes to remove residual EMS, the animals were plated
on the surfaces of NGM agar with bacteria, and kept in a constant temperature, 20 degree
incubator for 3-4 days. Eggs of the F1 generation of these animals were isolated using the
alkaline bleach method(83) and were suspended in about 7 mL M9 buffer in a 15 mL
conical tube for 18-24 hours. The L1 stage F2 animals that hatched from these eggs were
then plated on the surfaces of NGM agar pre-seeded with a lawn of bacteria. The L1 stage
animals were plated at a density of 800 animals per plate. The agar plates had a diameter
of 5.5 cm and contained a volume of 11 mL of NGM agar. After 3 days at 20 degrees, the
F2 animals were heat shocked by submersion in a 33 oC water bath for 30 minutes and
subsequently screened either manually or using the sorters during their young adulthood.
In the manual screens, the animals were heat shocked on agar plates. In the automated
screens, the animals were heat shocked in M9 buffer in a conical tube and subsequently
transferred to the holding chambers of the sorters. In some experiments assessing the effect
of heat-shock methods, the animals were first transferred from an agar surface to a M9
buffer-filled plastic petri-dish and then heat-shocked by submersing the petri-dish into a
33oC water bath for 30 minutes.
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6.3 Results and Discussions

Device Description

Figure 6 - 1: A schematic depiction of the sorting devices. (A) The Y sorter – a photograph
and top view. The fluid inlet is connected to a syringe pump, which controls the flow rate
Q1. The collection chamber is connected to a second syringe pump that operates in suction
mode and controls the flow rate Q2. Q3 = Q1-Q2. Solid arrows and dashed arrows denote,
respectively, flow direction and able animal direction of movement. (B) The L sorter: Side
cross-section (top) and top view (bottom). The fluid inlet was connected to a syringe pump,
which controlled the flow rate Q3 in the separation conduit (Ls). Animals that moved with
sufficient velocity to escape the length Ls of the sorting conduit sank to the bottom of the
collection chamber and were thus isolated.

A device for high-throughput, motility-based sorting must rapidly and selectively
isolate animals whose propulsive power differs from a pre-set threshold. I achieve this
objective with a device comprised of a holding chamber (4 mm in diameter × 5 mm deep)
connected to a separation conduit (Fig. 6 - 1). The holding chamber can house thousands
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of adult C. elegans, each measuring ~1 mm in length and ~69 m in diameter. The
controllable flow velocity in the separation conduit (length Ls) is directed towards the
holding chamber. The animals are loaded into the holding chamber. Animals occasionally
enter the separation conduit. Only the ones with a sufficient propulsive power to overcome
the adverse flow progress upstream; the others remain in the holding chamber. Fig. 6 - 1
depicts two embodiments of the sorter, differing in the method by which the escaping
animals are collected.
Fig. 6 - 1a depicts schematically the top view of a single separation module, which
I dub the Y sorter, and shows a photograph of the device’s bifurcation region. The Y
module is comprised of a holding chamber, a “Y” – shaped conduit, and a collection
chamber. One leg of the “Y” is connected to the holding chamber and the other to a syringe
pump. The stalk of the “Y” is connected to a collection chamber and farther downstream
to a second syringe pump that operates in a suction mode. Although the device can be
operated with a single syringe pump, I elected to use here two pumps to ease flow control.
The positive pressure pump (A) supplies flow rate Q1. At the bifurcation, the flow splits
into two streams. One stream, with flow rate Q2 (collecting flow) proceeds to the collection
chamber. The other stream, with flow rate Q3 (separation flow), goes to the holding
chamber. Q1=Q2+Q3. If only a positive pressure pump were used, the fraction of the flow
Q3/Q1 would equal to R2/(R3+ R2), where R2 and R3 are, respectively, the hydraulic
resistances of the collecting and separating conduits. The separation flow Q3 was selected
so that the average fluid velocity (u3) in the separation conduit is lower than the swimming
velocity of the animals to be sorted (us) and higher than the normal velocity of animals to
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be retained in the holding chamber. The velocities u1 and u2 associated, respectively, with
the positive pressure pump flow rate Q1 and the collecting pump flow rate Q2 are
sufficiently high to preclude the sorted animals from progressing upstream. u3<us<u1 and
us<u2.
Since the nematode’s normal speed (us) is not significantly affected by the
background flow, the animals’ velocity in the laboratory frame of reference is the
superposition of (1) the animal’s velocity when the medium is stagnant and (2) the
medium’s velocity. In other words, the absolute animal’s velocity in the sorting conduit is
us-u3. In operation, animals are loaded into the holding chamber. The able animals enter
the sorting conduit and swim upstream while the weaker animals remain in the holding
chamber. Once an animal arrives at the bifurcation, it is carried by the collecting flow into
the collection chamber (C).
The second embodiment (Fig. 6 - 1b), which I dub the linear (L) sorter, is comprised
of a single conduit leading into the holding chamber, and is operated with a single syringe
pump. The collection chamber is located upstream of the holding chamber beneath the
conduit’s level. Since C. elegans is denser than the carrier water, when the animal arrives
at the collection chamber, it sinks to the chamber’s bottom, unable to escape. Although not
attempted here, one can envision expanding the L sorter to include a cascade of collection
chambers, each doubling as a holding chamber with a judiciously designed separation
conduit to sort animals with various motilities.
Both devices were fabricated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using soft
lithography. The cast was then bonded to a glass slide. The width and height of the sorting
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conduit were sufficiently large to accommodate uninhibited swimming of individual
animals with typical body diameter of 69 µm and gait amplitude of 340 µm, but sufficiently
small to prevent two animals from concurrently occupying any cross-section of the sorting
conduit, thus minimizing jamming and/or interference. Unless otherwise stated, I used a
91m deep, 400µm wide separation conduit in the Y sorter and a 91m deep, 600 m wide
separation conduit in the L sorter. In most experiments, only one animal occupied any
cross-section at any given time.
Another factor to consider is the fluid flow’s effects on the animal’s orientation. If
the animals were to orient with the direction of the flow (negative rheotaxis), the operation
of the separation conduit would be compromised. Fortunately, this is not the case. In fact,
I have recently demonstrated that C. elegans exhibits hydrodynamically–induced, nondeliberate tendency to swim towards boundaries(154) and, when sufficient space available,
to orient against the flow (positive rheotaxis)(154). The width of the separation conduit in
my experiments is smaller than the length of a typical young adult animal - too narrow for
the reorientation of animals by hydrodynamic forces.
During sorter’s operation, animals would enter the separation conduit by chance.
Once in the separation conduit, most animals remained oriented against the flow direction.
Only infrequently, did animals change their direction of motion by deliberately bending
their body into the shape of the Greek letter omega (omega turns) and were washed back
into the holding chamber to await a second attempt at escape. These sporadic changes in
swimming direction are common to nematodes, such as C. elegans(161). The time interval
between successive omega turns ranges from a few to tens of seconds(161), though the
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probability of making an omega turn may vary by genotype(162). In my devices, the
separation conduit and the animal’s residence time in it were short enough to render these
events sufficiently rare as not to significantly impact device performance. Although I did
not carry out an optimization study for the separation conduit’s length Ls, I found that a
separation conduit length on the order of one animal body length, 1 mm<Ls<1.5 mm, to be
adequate.
Multiple modules of either Y type (Fig. 6 - 1a) and/or L type (Fig. 6 - 1b) sorters
can be accommodated on a single substrate to operate in parallel with the same or different
motility thresholds to increase throughput. Also, a number of modules can be connected in
series to refine the separation process. Below, I characterize the sorter. Then, to
demonstrate the utility of my sorters, I describe two experiments. In the first experiment,
I sort known mutants and use this sorting experiment as a proof of concept for the device.
The second experiment serves an actual research purpose - a genetic screen for a yet
unidentified gene.

Device Characterization: Probability of an Able Animal (us>u3) Escaping the
Holding Chamber
To quantify the sorter’s operation, I constructed a simple mathematical model. I
assume that the probability  (s-1) of escaping from the holding chamber is independent
of the number of able animals Na(t) present in the holding chamber at any instance t. This
approximation is likely to be valid when the animals in the holding chamber are sufficiently
dilute as not to interact significantly with each other and jamming at the separation
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conduit’s inlet occurs rarely. Since I often start the sorting with the holding chamber tightly
packed with animals, the model will likely go into effect only after the holding chamber
has been partially emptied.
I define able animals as the animals that I wish to isolate and that have a swimming
velocity us greater than the sorting velocity u3. The rate of change in the number of able

dN a
1
animals in the holding chamber
  N a . Thus, N a  t   N a  t0  e
dt


t t0


, where  can

be viewed as the time constant whose magnitude depends on the motility of the able
animals (us), the dimensions of the holding chamber, the average opposing fluid velocity
in the separation conduit (u3), the length of the separation conduit (Ls), and on the
likelihood of making an omega turn.

Figure 6 - 2: The normalized number of fit animals (Na(t)/Na(t0) in the holding chamber as
a function of time when the average, adverse fluid velocity in the separation conduit is 114
µm/s (circles), 229 µm/s (squares), and 382 µm/s (triangles). The symbols and solid lines
correspond to experimental data and best fits. The experiment was carried out with the Y
sorter.
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To test this model, I carried out a set of experiments with the Y sorter. I loaded the
holding chamber with wild-type animals, adjusted the opposing flow velocity in the
separation conduit, and monitored the number of animals in the holding chamber as a
function of time. Fig. 6 - 2 depicts Na(t)/Na(t0) as a function time when the adverse flow
velocities are 114 m/s (15 µL/h), 229 m/s (30 µL/h), and 382 m/s (50 µL/h). In all
three cases, Na(t0)=360.

The symbols and solid lines correspond, respectively, to

experimental data and best fits. As predicted, the number of animals in the holding chamber
decayed exponentially with the time constants = 0.2h, 0.4h, and 1.1h for u3 = 114 µm/s,
229 µm/s, and 382 µm/s, respectively. The time constant  increased with the average
opposing flow velocity (u3) in the separation conduit. As u3 increases, the upstream
swimming velocity of the animals (us-u3) in the separation conduit (in the laboratory frame
of reference) decreases. As a result, it takes longer for the animals to pass through the
separation conduit. I hypothesize that this increased residence time in the separation
conduit has two effects. First, and most important, it takes the animal longer to clear the
separation conduit to make room for the next animal’s entry into the separation conduit.
Second, and perhaps less significantly, the longer residence time in the separation conduit
increases the likelihood of the animal making an omega turn, and returning into the holding
chamber, which would reduce, on average, the rate at which able animals escape from the
holding chamber.
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Motility-Based Genotyping

As a proof of concept, I used the Y module (Fig. 6 - 1a) to separate binary mixtures,
each containing two different genotypes in equal portions: In each separation experiment,
I mixed wild-type C. elegans expressing the mCherry fluorescent protein (FP) with
unlabeled animals carrying a mutation in one of the three genes unc-63, dys-1, or lev-10.
These three genes are known to be required for normal locomotion(138). The FP allowed
us to readily distinguish between the wild types and the mutants.

Figure 6 - 3: The probability distribution functions of the maximum swimming speeds of
animals of the genotypes: wild-type (N2, stars), wild-type expressing fluorescent protein
(JIM113, triangles), lev-10 (circles), dys-1 (squares), and unc-63 (crosses).

Before embarking on the sorting experiments, I assessed the motility of the various strains
used in my experiments under temperature and liquid composition similar to the ones in
my sorting process. Young adult wild type expressing FP (WT-FP, n=344), wild type
without FP (WT, n=719), unc-63 (UNC, n= 193), dys-1 (DYS, n=440), and lev-10 (LEV,
n=803) were suspended, one strain at a time, in water confined between two glass slides,
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spaced 130 µm to 160 µm apart and tracked with a video camera. The maximum velocities
of the animals were deduced with the wrMTrck ImageJ plug-in. Fig. 6 - 3 depicts the
probability density function of the measured velocities of the various strains. The averages
of the maximum velocities of the strains were us(WT)=235 µm/s ± 40 µm/s, us(WT-FP)=
208 µm/s ± 50 µm/s, us(DYS)= 160 µm/s ± 49 µm/s, us(LEV)= 121 µm/s ± 32 µm/s, and
us(UNC)= 40 µm/s ± 20 µm/s. The wild type expressing FP were slightly slower than the
wild type without FP (P=10-24), suggesting that either the expression of FP itself or the
process of generating this strain compromises propulsive power somewhat. My data is
consistent with prior reports(138). Fig. 6 - 3 indicates overlaps in the various strains’
velocity distributions. Thus, I can expect the sorter to only significantly enrich, but not
completely purify, the sorted populations.
Table 6 - 1: Throughput and sensitivity of the sorter
Genotype

us
(µm/s)

u3
(µm/s)

% in
initial
mix
50
50
50

% in holding
chamber

unc-63
40
165
dys-1
160
204
lev-10
121
127
Average
The % are for the slow (FP-) mutants.

90.9
90.0
96.0
92.3

% in collection Throughput
chamber
(#/h)
0.7
11.7
10.7
7.7

317
901
2486
1235

us: Swimming velocity
u3: Fluid velocity in the separation conduit

Table 6 - 1 records my experimental conditions and the sorting results. In each
experiment, wild-type animals expressing FP were mixed with one of the mutants unc-63,
dys-1, or lev-10 in equal proportions. The sorter’s objective is to separate the more motile
wild-type animals out of the mixture. The average liquid velocity in the separation conduit
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(u3) was adjusted to the values indicated in the table. At the conclusion of the sorting
operation, I counted the FP(+) and the FP(-) animals in both the holding and collection
chambers. In all cases, the sorter enriched the fractions of the slower mutants in the holding
chamber from 50% to over 90%. The fraction of the slowest mutants in the collection
chamber ranged from 0.7% to 11.7%, with higher percentages (i.e. poorer enrichment) of
mutants whose distribution of swimming velocities showed significant overlap with that of
wild-type animals. Since there is very little overlap in the velocity distributions of the wildtype (FP) animals and unc–63 mutants, very few unc-63 animals ended in the collection
chamber (0.7%). This corresponds to 71.4 fold enrichment, where I define enrichment as
the percentage of unable animals before sorting (50) divided by the percentage of unable
animals after sorting (0.7). The corresponding enrichments for the mixtures with dys-1 and
lev-10 were, respectively, 4.3 and 4.7. Although I have not yet done so, the sorted animals
can be resorted to achieve even higher levels of enrichment. Resorting can be accomplished
either by loading the sorted animals back into the holding chamber or by using an L sorter
with a cascade design as discussed above.

Forward Genetic Screen to Isolate Animals with flp-13 Suppressors

Next, I demonstrate the utility of the sorter to enrich the fraction of rare (low
abundance) mutants in an unbiased forward genetic screen. Here, I put the sorter to use to
assist in an actual research carried out in my lab. The gene flp-13, which encodes
neuropeptides and is expressed in the sleep-promoting ALA neuron, has recently been
shown to regulate sleep-like, quiescent behavior in C. eleagns(97). The flp-13 transcript
and hence protein can be over-expressed by making a transgene of the gene under the
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control of a heat-inducible promoter(97). When flp-13 is over expressed, the majority
(~90%) of the animals cease feeding and moving on agar surfaces(97). To understand the
mechanism by which flp-13 confers its somnogenic effects, I performed a random
mutagenesis suppressor screen of the flp-13 induced sleepy behavior. By identifying genes
that, when mutated, suppress the flp-13 over-expression phenotype, I hope to gain insight
into the mechanism of flp-13 somnogenic action.
To identity genetic pathways involved in regulating quiescent behavior in response
to flp-13, I mutagenized the flp-13 over-expressing transgenic animals, and isolated their
granddaughters filial 2 (F2) animals that remained active after heat shock–induced, overexpression of flp-13. See the methods section for the protocol. I use the L sorter (Fig. 6 1b) to enrich for the rare mutated animals that remained active post heat shock. To further
enrich for true suppressor mutations, I subjected the sorted animals to a second heat shock
the next day. Animals that remained motile through these two heat shock treatments were
individually cultured and their progenies were retested for post heat shock activity during
the animals’ first day of adulthood. The progenies that retain their activity post heat shock
were candidates for genetic sequencing.
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Figure 6 - 4: The fraction of active animals in M9 buffer as functions of time after a 30minute heat exposure by immersion in a 33oC water bath. Circles and diamonds represent
data of wild-type animals heat shocked in M9 buffer and on agar, respectively and then
suspended in M9 buffer for observation. Triangles and squares represent data of flp-13
over-expressing animals, heat shocked in M9 buffer and on agar, respectively, and then
suspended in M9 buffer for observation. Error bars correspond to one standard deviation.
N= 2 trials for each condition. The number of animals in each trial ranged from 16 to 21.

Since my prior heat shock induced flp-13 over-expression (OE) experiments were
carried out with animals on agar and not in solution, I first assessed the response of animals
suspended in solution to heat shock. Two sets of experiments were carried out. In the first
set of experiments, animals were heat-shocked while on agar, washed, and then suspended
in M9 buffer. In the second set of experiments, the animals were heat-shocked while
suspended in M9 buffer.

In both cases, the animals’ activity was monitored while

suspended in solution. Animals with average body bending frequency exceeding 0.25Hz
over a 20 second time interval were classified as active. The experiments were carried out
both with wild type animals (control) and the flp-13 OE strain. Fig. 6 - 4 depicts the
fractions of active animals as functions of time after a 30-minute heat shock. The circles
and diamonds correspond, respectively, to wild-type animals that were heat shocked on
agar (n=2 trials with 16 animals in one trial and 20 animals in the other) and in suspension
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(n=2 trials with 18 animals in one trial and 19 animals in the other trial). As expected, the
heat shock had no effect on the wild type animals’ activity. The slight decline in activity
after about 4h is attributed to quiescence that is occasionally exhibited by suspended, wild
type animals(163). The squares correspond to flp-13 OE strain (n=2 trials with 17 animals
in one trial and 21 animals in the other) heat shocked on agar and then suspended in buffer.
Relatively high fraction of these animals (>30%) remained active. I hypothesize that the
process of transferring the animals from agar to suspension stimulated the animals and
counteracted, to a degree, the soporific effects of over-expressing FLP-13. The triangles
correspond to the flp-13 OE strain (n=2 trials with 18 animals in each trial) heat shocked
while in solution. The heat shocked animals appear to maintain their quiescent state for
about two hours after heat shock and then gradually regained their activity. The experiment
shown in Fig. 6 - 4 teaches us two things. First, the animals to be sorted must be heat
shocked while in M9 buffer since transfer of animals from agar surfaces to M9 buffer may
counteract the heat shock effects. Second, the sorting experiment must be completed
during the first two hours after heat shock, when the effects of over-expression are the
strongest.
The granddaughters (F2s) of mutagenized, flp-13(OE) animals were screened for
actively moving animals during the first day after adulthood. The F2 animals, suspended
in M9 buffer, were heat shocked and subsequently transferred into the holding chambers
of twenty L sorting modules, operating in parallel. Each sorting process lasted one hour.
Eight sorting processes were carried out with each of the twenty L-type sorters over three
days to sort the progeny of approximately 10,000 F1 animals, a total of 201,800 animals.
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The number of animals to be sorted were counted by random sampling. Three runs were
carried out in the first day (76,150 animals), three in the second day (80,500 animals), and
two in the third day (45,150 animals). Animals screened on each day were the progeny of
different F1 animals. The average liquid velocity in the separation conduit (u3) was 254
µm/s. A total of 4,022 (725 in the 1st day, 2051 in the 2nd day, and 1246 in the 3rd day)
animals that remained active after the first heat shock (2%) were sorted out.
The sorted animals were transferred from the collection chamber to an agar surface
(with bacteria lawn) and subjected to a second heat shock on the following day. Of the
4,022 animals collected from the initial liquid sorting experiment, a total of 42 animals (15
from the first day’s experiment, 12 from the second day’s experiment, and 15 from the
third day’s experiment) remained active after heat shock on an agar surface. These 42
animals were cultured individually. The progeny from these 42 animals were tested on an
agar surface using direct investigator observation of behavior for heat-shock induced
quiescence. Of these 42 candidate suppressors, the progeny of 12 (6 from the first day’s
experiment, 3 from the second day’s experiment, and 3 from the last day’s experiment)
remained active after heat shock on agar. These 12 animals are considered to be true
suppressors and candidates for sequencing. The occurrence rate of true suppressors in the
pre-sorted population was 6×10-5 ± 2×10-5, where the mean and standard deviation are
calculated from the data of each of three days. The sorter had enriched the true suppressors
sixty-seven fold to 0.004 ± 0.004.
In parallel to the automated screening, I carried out a conventional genetic screen
by manual inspection of animal behavior on an agar surface. Approximately 20 hours of
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observations were performed by four investigators, one (DMR) with extensive experience,
observing C. elegans behavior and the other three with minimal experience. I examined
60,500 F2 progeny of heat-shocked, mutagenized flp-13(OE) transgenic animals for rare
mutants that moved and fed two hours after heat shock on an agar surface. These F2s were
the progeny of approximately 3000 F1 animals. I identified two suppressors, which were
obtained from independent mutagenesis experiments. One of these two suppressors was
identified by the experienced observer. Based on the results of this conventional assay, the
occurrence rate of true suppressors in the mutagenized population was estimated as 3.3×105

, which is in reasonable agreement with the results obtained with my automated sorter.

Hence, the sorter offers significant advantages in terms of throughput, and reduces the need
for experienced observers of behavior. Of course, the sorter is scalable and its throughput
can be greatly increased.
Four of the suppressors obtained using the sorting apparatus (three of which were
isolated on different days, and were therefore independent mutations), and two suppressors
obtained via conventional screening, were found to be recessive alleles of the same gene,
which I dub SLEePing defective 1, or slep-1. These six mutants were subjected to whole
genome sequencing, and our preliminary analysis suggests that they each contain an
independent mutation in the same gene. Therefore, high throughput motility-based
screening combined with whole genome sequencing holds great promise as a tool for
identifying new genes.
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Gravity-Based Sorting

Figure 6 - 5: A schematic depiction of the gravity-based sorter.

In this sorter, I use gravity as an alternative to adverse flow. The L sorter is tilted
with an angle θ with respect to the horizontal plane (Fig. 6 - 5). Since the animals’ density
is greater than that of the suspending liquid, animals must overcome gravitational forces to
swim uphill. The greater the angle , the greater is the propulsive power needed to
overcome gravity. Only animals with sufficient propulsive power will depart from the
holding chamber and reach the collection chamber. The threshold propulsive power
needed to depart the holding chamber is a function of the tilt angle .
To demonstrate the feasibility of this method, I filled a L sorter with M9 buffer and
loaded its holding chamber with EMS mutagenized, wild-type young adult animals. The
holding chamber was then tilted to an angle  and the sorting operation was carried out for
two hours. The animals left in the holding chamber were extracted, suspended in M9 buffer,
and confined between two glass slides, spaced 130 µm to 160 µm apart. The motion of
these animals was tracked with a video camera and their velocities were deduced with the
wrMTrck ImageJ plug-in. Similar recordings and velocity measurements were also carried
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out with the pre-sorted, mutagenized animals. The experiments were repeated twice with
different tilting angles (n=1600 animals in each experiment). The average swimming
speeds of the animals that were left in the holding chamber were 208µm ± 186µm and
273µm ± 206 µm when θ = 5oC and 15oC, respectively. The average swimming speed of
the pre-sorted population was 314µm ± 198 µm. My preliminary data suggest that the
gravity-based method can select animals based on motility and that the threshold motility
can be controlled with the tilting angle. Since no syringe pumps are needed in the gravitybased sorter, the method provides a reduced cost, simpler design, and greater convenience.

6.4 Conclusions
I describe a simple, low cost, motility-based sorter for nematodes and demonstrate
its utility for both genotyping and forward genetic screening to identify rare mutants. Two
different embodiments of the sorter are described, both capable of high throughput
operation, enabling the sorting of hundreds of thousands of animals. Many modules can be
operated in parallel to further increase throughput. Identical sorting modules can be
connected in series to improve enrichment efficiency. It is also possible to form a cascade
of modules designed to isolate animals with different motilities.
While I used in my experiments syringe pumps to induce adverse flow and thus
select for able swimmers, it is possible to achieve a similar selective effect without the aid
of adverse flow by simply tilting the L sorter at an angle and using gravity as the escape
barrier. My preliminary observations (see supplement) suggest that such a separation
method works, allowing for reduced cost and even greater economy of scale.
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My proof-of-principle genetic screen was designed in a fashion that allows us to
select animals with enhanced motility. Yet the screen can easily be modified to select for
animals with reduced motility, as demonstrated by my analysis of the mobility-defective
mutants unc-63, lev-10, and dys-1. Such motility defective mutants remain in the holding
chamber and fail to escape via the separation conduit.
Although my experiments focus on C. elegans, the same device design can be used
with other types of worms, including parasitic worms to identify drug resistance, and
potentially with other motile cells and organisms, including sperm, bacteria, and zebra fish.
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Chapter 7 A Ratchet to Direct the Motion of Microswimmers
7.1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in utilizing autonomous micro
and nano motile entities to transport cargo for, among other things, material synthesis,
surface patterning, nano-manufacturing, and chemical and biological interactions and for
producing work. Since the task of building micron and nao size robots with onboard energy
converters, sensors, control systems, and effectors is far from trivial, researchers have
explored the use of biological entities ranging from protein motors to motile cells to
bacteria to shuttle cargo and to carry out useful work(10, 56, 69, 164-179). A key to
harnessing the motility of autonomous movers is a mean to direct their motion. There are
generally two types of methods that have been developed to achieve this goal. In one type
of method, researchers take advantage of diverse taxis behaviors of microswimmers(56,
169, 171-174). This method, although useful, requires often complicated stimuli delivery
and tracking system. In addition, biological organisms may habituate to the stimuli after
prolonged exposure. Such habituation behavior sets an upper limit on the duration of
control. Lastly, this method will not work if the working environment of microswimmers
naturally contains any stimuli that can induce taxis behavior of the microswimmers as such
additional taxis behavior is likely to interfere with the taxis behavior used to control their
motion. In the other type of method, researchers take advantage of certain interaction rules
between microswimmers and planar microstructures to direct their motion(69, 164-166).
For example, the boundary-following swimming behavior of sperms was exploited to
rectify the direction of motion of motile sperms(164). This type of method relies on an
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accurate understanding of the microswimmer-surface interaction. The advantage of this
type of method is that the operation of the system is completely passive and autonomous,
does not cost any external energy. No stimuli delivery or tracking system is needed for this
type of method. In addition, because it does not rely on taxis behavior, the method is
applicable for any microswimmers including both biological and synthetic ones such as
catalytic particles(5). The disadvantage of this type of method is that the direction of
motion of microswimmers are often pre-determined thus cannot accommodate dynamic
route-planning.
Thus far, most of the second type of method use two dimensional features defined
by traditional planar photolithography to guide the motion of microswimmers(69, 164-166).
With recent advancement in three-dimensional (3D) fabrication technology, it is now
possible to fabricate 3D features at the scale of the size of microscopic organisms. This
enables one to study the interaction between microswimmers and 3D structured surfaces
which could lead to new methods for controlling the microswimmers’ motion. Recently,
3D structured surfaces have been used for the targeted delivery of colloidal particles using
motile bacteria(170). However, the study only tracked the motion of the particles and it is
still unclear how the motion of microswimmers is affected by 3D structured surfaces.
Here, we use the wild type adult nematode C. elegans as a model microswimmer.
The adult C. elegans is about 70m in diameter and 1mm long. When suspended in liquid,
the animal swims by undulatory motion at an average speed of about 300m/s. Since the
animal is slightly heavier than fresh water, when swimming in fresh water, the animal
hovers above the container/conduit floor, but lacks sufficient trust to overcome gravity and
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swim vertically up. When swimming in a conduit, the animal frequently alters its direction
of motion.
In this chapter, I explore the use of a patterned surface (ratchet) to direct the motion
of the nematodes. To this end, I constructed a ratcheted, circular track and demonstrate that
C. elegans swims around the track in one direction. By monitoring the animals’ motion
one can infer on the track surface topography.
7.2 Materials and Methods
The circular channels were fabricated in optically transparent polycarbonate-like
material with a high-resolution 3D printer (ProJet 6000 HD, 3D Systems). In each
experiment, the channels were filled with M9 buffer. Animals were transferred from agar
plates to the channels using a flattened platinum wire. A glass slide was placed on top of
the channels to level the water-glass interface. The surrounding region of the channels was
also filled with M9 buffer to avoid the evaporation of liquid inside the channels. Images
were recorded with a digital camera under dark field condition. Red LEDs were used as
the light source. The image stacks were analyzed using the Kymograph ImageJ plugin and
a custom Matlab program to obtain the instantaneous swimming velocity of the animals.
Prior to experiments, animals were cultivated on the surfaces of NGM agar(58), fed the
bacterial strain DA837(57), and kept in a constant temperature, 20oC incubator. The wildtype strain used was N2, variety Bristol(58). All experiments were performed on well-fed
young adult hermaphrodites, which were staged by selecting for L4 animals the day prior
to the experiment and then aging at 20oC for one day.
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7.3 Results and Discussions

Directional Transport of Microswimmers

Figure 7 - 1: The working mechanism (a) and the schematic drawing (right in b) of the
microratchet. A schematic drawing of the circular channel with flat bottom surface used
in the control experiment (left in b).

To direct the motion of the nematodes in a water-filled conduit, we introduced
asymmetric barriers into the conduit’s floor. Fig. 7 - 1a depicts a side view of the barrier
used in our experiments. The barrier spans the entire width of the conduit. The left side of
the barrier consists of an insurmountable cliff that prevents the animals from progressing
from left to right. There are many possible implementations for such a barrier. In Fig. 7 1a, the obstacle consists of a stiff, inclined plane with an inclination angle 1. The C.
elegans lacks sufficient propulsive thrust to propel up the stiff incline. The right hand side
of the barrier consists of a more gradual incline with slope angle 2. Animals swimming in
the conduit from left to right encounter the stiff incline, unable climb over the barrier.
Swimmers approaching the barrier from right to left encounter a gradual incline and are
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able to pass over the barrier. Thus, the barrier operates like a one way valve, allowing
animals to go from right to left, but not from left to right.
To better appreciate the barrier’s operation, we consider a very simple model. We
denote the animal’s propulsive force as Fmax. When the animal swims along a flat surface,
its propulsive thrust generates velocity vo, which is opposed by viscous drag. Fmax=CF vo,
where CF is the coefficient of viscous drag. Since the swimmer operates at the low
Reynolds number regime, we can neglect inertial effects. To overcome the barrier, the
animal must exert a force of magnitude U, where U= m g y is the animal’s potential
energy in a gravitational field, m is the difference between the animal’s mass and the mass
of the water displaced by the animal, g is the gravitational acceleration, and y is the height
of the animal’s center of mass above the conduit’s floor. To swim along the incline, part
of the animal’s thrust must overcome gravity and part the drag associated with the animal’s
velocity. The velocity of the animal going up an incline with inclination angle  is:
v  vo   sin  .

In the above,  

(7.1)

g m
and v0 ~ 250m/s is the animal’s velocity along a flat conduit (=0).
CF
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Figure 7 - 2: Swimming speed (v) of day 1 old young adult C. elegans as a function of the
sine of the tilting angle (sin(θ)).

In auxiliary experiments, we have verified that v is a linear function of sin(Figure 7 - 2).
We estimate Fmax~ 5.6 nN, CF~ 23 µNs/m, and = 157 m/s. Equation (7.1) suggests that
we need 1>arcsin(v0/)>2. In summary, we propose to control microswimmer’s
direction of motion by controlling surface topology.
To prove the concept, using stereo-lithography, I fabricated a circular, ring-shaped
conduit (right in Fig. 7 - 1b) with periodically patterned ramps of the type depicted in Fig.
7 – 1a. As a control, we use a similar, but non patterned, ring-shaped conduit (left in Fig.
7 - 1b). The diameter of the ring’s centerline D=9.4 mm and the conduit’s width is 0.6 mm.
The height of the barrier is 1.5 mm. The tilting angles θ1 and θ2 were set to 30o and 80o
respectively. The patterned conduit includes 9 barriers. Individual swimmers were inserted
into the patterned and control conduits and their motion was monitored with a video camera.
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Figure 7 - 3: Representative kymographs of microswimmers on channel with flat bottom
surface (a) and microratchet (b) respectively. (c) The probability density function of the
swimming speed of microswimmers on channel with flat bottom surface (blue line) and
microratchet (red line). Positive swimming speeds correspond to movements in clockwise
direction.

To quantify the motion of the microswimmers, I tracked the position of the animals
in the channels using the imageJ plug in Kymograph which generates a time-space graph
that depicts the grayscale intensity of the pixels along a pre-defined one dimensional space
as a function of time. The one dimensional space were chosen as the center line of the
circular channels. The width of the kymograph equals one circumference D. The
magnitude of the local slope of the curves on kymographs corresponds to the swimming
speed. The signs of the slopes indicate the direction of motion with positive values
correspond to motion in the clockwise direction. Representative kymographs are shown in
Fig. 7 - 3 which show that animals move back and forth on the channel with flat bottom
surface (Fig. 7 - 3a) and that in contrast, animals swim in one direction when on the
microratchet device (Fig. 7 - 3b).
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The experiments were repeated three times and the probability distribution
functions of swimming velocities in the control ring (hollow circles) and the patterned ring
(solid circles) are depicted in Fig. 7 - 3c. Velocities of animals were obtained by
multiplying the slopes of the curves on the kymographs by a conversion factor 1/cos(θ2)
which accounts for the non-flatness of the surfaces. θ2 equals to 30o in the microratchet
experiments and 0o in the control experiments. In the control ring, overall, the animals have
equal probability to swim in either directions at the same swimming speed (~200 um/s). In
contrast, when the animals were swimming on the microratchet device, the animals
exhibited a strong bias to swim in the clockwise direction. In summary, the ratchet
successfully dictates the direction of motion, albeit at the expense of a significant reduction
in the animal’s average velocity.
As yet another metric to characterize directional motion, I define the directing
efficiency as the ratio between the net displacement along the circumference and the total
distance that the animal traveled along the circumference regardless of direction. The
directing efficiencies of the control ring and the ratchet are, respectively, 4% ± 3% and 60%
± 9%. In the control, the small deviation of the directing efficiency from the expected zero
is due to the finite number of experiments and the finite observation time of each
experiment. In the ratchet, the directing efficiency fell short of 100% because although the
ratchet biased the direction of motion, it failed to completely prevent the animals from
changing direction.

Probing Surface Topography with Microswimmers
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Thus far, I have demonstrated that the 3D structured surfaces can be used to direct
the motion of microswimmers. Microswimmers can, in turn, be used to collect information
about the surfaces. The idea is that as many microswimmers swimming on a surface with
unknown features, they will tend to stay for longer period of time on regions with certain
features than the others. This will enable us to locate the positions of certain features on an
unknown surface by simply examining the retention time of microswimmers on different
locations of the surface.

Figure 7 - 4: (a) Time-averaged gray scale image of the microswimmers on channel with
flat bottom surface (left) and microratchet (right) respectively. (b) The normalized average
intensity of the pixels along the center lines of the channels with flat bottom surface (blue)
and ratchet-like bottom surface (red) respectively.

Similar concept has been explored earlier and implemented using gliding
microtubules(176). By recording the motion of gliding microtubules on a surface, the
authors were able to successfully map out the regions that were inaccessible by the gliding
microtubules. However, the method depends on the successful functionalization of active
biomolecular motors on the surfaces which can be a challenging task depending on the
properties of the surfaces. In addition, the method’s application is limited to planar features.
To addresses these issues, here I use microswimmers as the active probe to explore
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unknown surfaces. Because the motion of microswimmers does not rely on the
functionalization of surfaces, such method is simpler and have wider applicability. Here
as a proof of concept, I use microswimmers (C. elegans) to identify the locations of the
valleys on the microratchet. The microratchet and the flat surface channel were each loaded
with 8 microswimmers and were monitored for 2 hours. I then calculated the time-averaged
intensity of each pixel on the image (Fig. 7 - 4a). The time-averaged intensity of each pixel
is proportional to the retention time of the animals at the location of the pixel. The intensity
along the center line of the circular channels are shown in Fig. 7 - 4b. It is evident that on
the flat surface, the animals had approximately equal chance to reside at any location
suggesting the absence of any features on the flat circular channel. In contrast, there are
distinct evenly spaced 9 bright spots on the microratchet device suggesting that there are
total of 9 separate features on the ratchet that tend to trap microswimmers which is
consistent with the design of the microratchet. Thus, I demonstrate that microswimmers
can be used as active probes to explore the surface topography.
7.4 Conclusions
Using the free-living nematode C. elegans as a model microswimmer, I studied the
motion of microswimmers on a 3D structured surface (ratchet). The 3D-structured surfaces
can direct the motion of microswimmers with a high efficiency. My method can be applied
to autonomously deliver cargos to predetermined locations, to harvest kinetic energy from
microswimmers, and to separate microswimmers of different propulsive power. In addition,
I have demonstrated that microswimmers can be used as mobile microprobes to map the
microscopic features on 3D structured surfaces.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Outlook
8.1 Conclusions
In the first half (chapters 2-4) of this dissertation, I investigated experimentally and
theoretically the effects of environmental factors such as flat solid surface, external channel
flow, and other swimmers on the swimming dynamics of undulatory microswimmers. I
discovered that 1) when swimming in close proximity, undulatory microswimmers
synchronized their swimming gait. This behavior can be explained by direct collisions
among the swimmers, rather than by the long-range hydrodynamic interactions or by the
deliberate actions of the swimmers; 2) undulatory micro-swimmers have a tendency to
accumulate near and swim along flat surfaces. This behavior is independent of the touch
sensation ability of the swimmers, and can be explained by a short-range hydrodynamic
interaction between the swimmers and the surfaces; 3) undulatory microswimmers exhibit
positive rheotaxis (upstream swimming behavior) near solid surfaces. This behavior is
induced by the combination of a hydrodynamic surface attraction effect and the fluid
velocity gradient near solid surfaces. These studies and discoveries helped to explain
certain intriguing behaviors of undulatory microswimmers, highlighted the diverse roles of
hydrodynamic forces in microswimmers’ life cycles, and laid the foundation of designing
novel microfluidic devices for biological research and clinical applications and developing
new interventions for microswimmer-caused diseases.
In the second half (chapters 5-7) of this dissertation, I presented the design,
fabrication, characterization, and applications of a few engineering devices for dynamic
trapping, motility measurement, high-throughput motility-based sorting, and directing the
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motion of microswimmers. I used the high-throughput sorting device in a large-scale
forward genetic screen project, successfully isolated target C. elegans mutants in a highthroughput manner. Using the on-chip motility measurement device, I studied the effect of
aging on C. elegans motility and found that the motility of C. elegans declined slowly
during the first 8 days of adulthood followed by a sharp decline in motility in their 9th day
of adulthood. Using the dynamic trapping device, I studied the effect of confinement
imposed by side walls on the swimming gait of C. elegans and found that the swimmer’s
swimming gait is affected only when the swimmer is physically confined by both side walls.
These new devices/methods enabled many studies that are otherwise impossible or
impractical with conventional methods.
8.2 Outlook
Looking forward, building on the findings in this dissertation, I think the following
few topics disserves further investigations in the future:

Pattern Formation in Active Suspensions

In Chapter 2, I investigated the collective behavior of active undulatory
microswimmers. Toward the goal of understanding and utilizing the unique properties of
these active systems, a lot more needs to be done. There is a large parameter space that has
not been explored. For example, one can add passive particles into the active systems and
investigate how the active particles interact with the passive particles and how the dynamic
patterns formed by the active particles are altered by the addition of passive particles. The
ratio of active and passive particles, the shape and size of the particles can be varied. Also,
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one can study the effect of confinements on the pattern formation in these systems. An
accurate understanding of the pattern formations in active suspensions as functions of all
these various perturbations will provide us with additional ways of controlling the behavior
of active suspensions which could be very useful in many engineering applications.

Transport of Active Matter in Porous Media

In Chapter 4, I investigated the rheotaxis behavior of undulatory microswimmers.
The experiment was performed in a liquid filled microfluidic conduit. However, in the
wild, many undulatory microswimmers such as nematodes lives in water-saturated soil. It
has been reported that active nematodes can resist fluid flow in soils (108-110). Since the
typical pore sizes in soils used in these experiments were smaller than the length of the
animals, the rheotaxis mechanism that I presented in Chapter 4 most likely are suppressed
in these experiments. A different mechanism is needed to explain the flow resistance
behavior. Partially due to the lack of direct observation of the transport of microswimmers
in porous media in the presence of fluid flow, it remains unclear how the animals managed
to resist the fluid flow in the soils. Interestingly, inactive animals does not exhibit this flow
resistance behavior. An accurate understanding of the flow resistance mechanism in soils
will help designing new interventions to perturb the life cycles of these animals in the field
and high-throughput motility-based sorting methods.

Fluid Mechanical Sensation of C. elegans

In Chapter 5, I investigated the swimming gait of C. elegans as a function of flow
intensity and found out that the swimming gait is not affected by the flow intensity.
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However, these experiments were performed at the time scale of a few minutes which is
relatively short compared to the life span of these animals (a few weeks). It would be
interesting to see if long term exposure to fluid flow or fluid mechanical forces will alter
the swimming behavior of the animals. One hypothesis is that due to the presence of fluid
mechanical forces, they would be more active than the ones that are not exposure to fluid
mechanical forces. This question by itself is scientifically interesting because it may help
us understand, at the molecular level, how animals sense fluid mechanical forces. In
addition, if the animals were indeed more active when exposed to fluid mechanical forces,
one can then use fluid mechanical forces to control the activity level (exercise amount) of
the animals which will enable the investigation of effect of exercise on various aspect of
animal physiology at the molecular level.

Application/optimization of the High-throughput Sorters for other Microswimmers

In Chapter 6, I presented the designs of a few motility-based sorters and their
applications in C. elegans related research. However, in principle, the sorting methods
should also work for other types of microswimmers such as sperms. It would be interesting
to test whether this is indeed the case. There is currently a need for high-throughput
selection of motile sperm for many clinical procedures such as in intro fertilization.

Harvesting Energy from Biological Microswimmers

In Chapter 7, I demonstrate the use of 3D printed structures to direct the motion of
microswimmers. The method is simple and its operation cost no energy at all. It would be
interesting to see whether one can harvest useful energy in the forms of, for example,
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electricity from microswimmers using this control method. Many biological
microswimmers can obtain energy from sources that are otherwise considered as waste.

Probing Surface Topography with Microswimmers

In Chapter 7, I demonstrate the feasibility of using microswimmers as moving
probes to collect information about the topography of surfaces. In the study, I used
relatively large microswimmers (C. elegans that are about 1 mm long) and has only
performed preliminary studies on one type of surface. It would be interesting to perform
experiment using microswimmers with different sizes on different shaped surfaces to
systematically study the swimming behavior of microswimmers on structured surfaces.
Such studies will generate a data base which can be used to help infer topography of
unknown surfaces based on the behavior of microswimmers on these surfaces.
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